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Hinckley denies,lotion
he beat the rap in court
WASHINGTON(AP) — John W.
Hinckley Jr. denies that he "beat
the rap" last week when a jury
found him innocent by reason of
insanity in the shooting of President Reagan, according to a
published report.
In a copyright story in The
Washington Post today, Hinckley
said he believes he was insane
when he shot Reagan and three
others and emphatically denied
that he 'beat the rap,' as one
newspaper headline had said.
"I'm not walking out on the
street. I'm in a hospital with bars
on it...They act like I'm out
free....It's not that way at all,"
Hinckley said.

Hinckley said he was shocked
by the jury's verdict — that he
was so sure he would be convicted
that he had prepared a four-page
speech to read in court the day he
thought he would be sentenced,
the Post reported.
"I respect them (the jurors
now a lot for just saying,'To hell
with what the public said, we think
he's not guilty,' " Hinckley said
during three telephone interviews
Saturday and Sunday from St.
Elizabeths Hospital for the mentally ill, where he is confined.
Post reporter Laura A. Kiernan
obtained the interview because
Hinckley called her at the
newspaper from the hospital. Hin-

Kentucky Arts Council
gives civic group grant
The Kentucky Arts Council has
awarded a $2,500 grant to the Murray Civic Music Association for
the children's outreach portion of
its series, according to Betty
Lowry, MCMA president.
Lowry said MCMA received a
letter from Nash Cox, director of
the council, which said "This
grant, to be used for a children's
concert, is supported in part by a
grant from the Kentucky Arts
Council with funds from the National Endowment for the Arts."
The grant will enable MCMA
again to co-sponsor a professional
concert for Murray and Calloway
school children, Lowry said.
MCMA is dedicated to the notion
that the arts are for children as
well as for older people and any

ckley's chief defense lawyer, Vincent J. Fuller, said Monday that
the calls were made without the
knowledge of Hinckley's attorneys.
In what were his first comments
to the news media since his arrest
immediately after the shooting
March 30, 1981, Hinckley also said
he likes the hospital.
"I like it here so far. Nobody
bothers me.... They call me Mr.
Hinckley," he said. He said that
when he arrived at the hospital
last Tuesday people began asking
for his autograph.
Hinckley was found innocent of
the shootings by reason of insanity
June 21. Doctors at St. Elizabeths
must submit a report on his mental condition to the court by Aug. 2
and U.S. District Judge Barrington D. Parker has scheduled a
hearing Aug. 9 to determine
whether Hinckley is entitled to
(Continued On Page 2)
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Sheriff raids
bootleggers

During a raid upon a suspected
bootlegging operation, Calloway
County Sheriff's officials seized
459 cans of beer, three bottles of
whiskey, two refrigerators and a
UARA'• C
ASSOC.A
small
amount of cash, a sheriff's
such investment is an investment
spokesman said.
for the future,she added.
The raid was made upon an
The MCMA board also
designated Aug, 30-Sept. 4 aa____Ymnoccuppied house in the county.
ficials did not release the locaMembership Campaign Week.
tion
of the house or name of the
The board met June 23 to discuss
owner
pending further investigaplanning for the 1982-82 season.
tion.
Specific tasks were discussed and
Four persons received minor incommittee chairman made
juries during a two-car collision
assignments.
Monday evening, according to the
spokesman.
Playhouse presents music,fun
Dorothy V. Bullard, Murray,
and Ricky T. Hargrove, 19, Rt. 1
Ahno, were both driving their
WINNING LOGO — A June 20 celebration marking the bicentenvehicles south on Highway 783,
nial of the bald eagle's adoption as our national bird by the Continenwith Bullard's vehicle in front.
tal Congress was held at Woodlands Nature Center in TVA's Land
Bullard slowed her vehicle and
Between The Lakes. Mark Dunlap (right), Murray, is awarded a TYouthful exuberance and elude "Tonight," " 'Til Then," signalled for a left
turn onto Pleamusical fun will light up the Com- "They're Playing My Song," and, sant Grove Church Road.
shirt with the winning logo he designed for competition among the
students in Kentucky and Tennessee elementary schools promoting
munity Theatre in Murray this of course, "The Star Spangled
According to the department
the preservation of our national bird.
weekend when the Playhouse in Banner."
report, Hargrove said he did not
the Park presents its second
(TVA Photo by Ray Thomas)
Patrons will be treated to see the vehicle stopped ahead of
"Gourmet Cabaret."
gourmet desserts and beverages
him,and the two cars collided.
The Theatre's Young Actors' during the intermissions. "This
The drivers and passengers
Guild has taken over the open air will be a wonderful weekend in the
were treated and released from
stage of the Playhouse in prepara- park," said managing director
Murray-Calloway County
tion for their version of the Linda Begley. "On Friday and
Hospital.
popular evening of entertainment. Saturday, the 'Cabaret' will make
Wiliam T. McCoart, 20, Murray,
The Guild includes several skilled a nice conclusion for family picwas treated and released from the
dancers who will add spice to well- nics and, on Sunday, the show will
hospital following an accident Friknown songs like "I Can Do That" end just in time for everyone to en- day.
from "A Chorus Line" and "Raz- joy the fireworks display."
According to the Sheriff's
zle Dazzle"from "Pippin."
"The Gourmet Cabaret" will
Department report, McCoart was
Kellie Overbey, fresh from her begin at 8 p.m., July 2-4. The pro- test-driving a repaired Jeep,
role as Kim McAfee in "Bye Bye, gram has proved so popular since
travelling north on U.S. 641, when
Birdie," is supervising the pro- it began in 1981 that Community
ae topped a rise and encountered
duction with the help of several Theatre officials are strongly
two vehicles parked in his lane of
ensemble directors. They include recommending advance reserva- the highway. McCoart applied his
Mark Austin, Lewis Bossing, Kate tions. Further information and
Albert H. Beth, Ph.D., assistant way these cells work," Beth said.
brakes, the car began to skid, ran
Shepard, B. J. McMichael, and reservations are available at the
Duchene muscular dystrophy is
off the road to the right of the professor of physiology at VanderTiffany Taylor. Joe Jackson is box office at the Playhouse in the
parked vehicles, turned around bilt University, Nashville, has a particularly severe form of the
directing the music.
Murray-Calloway County Park, or and struck an embankment before won a $150,000 three-year Searle disease that attacks the muscles
Scholarship to support his and usually cripples its victims.
Other songs on the program in- by calling 759-1752.
resting on its side.
research on intracellular "It's still quite a mystery," Beth
transport.
said. By studying blood cells
Beth, son of Mr. and Mrs. f- which are easy to obtain from paton Beth of Gilbertsville, is
r- tients, he hopes to find clues to
ried to the former Ellen Que er- what is happening in the muscle.
mous, daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
The Searle Scholars Program
John C. Quertermous of Murray. was established in 1980 through a
He graduated from Murray State grant from the trustees of the
University in 1974.
Searle Family Trust. John G.
He received his doctorate Searle, for whom the program is
degree from Vanderbilt in 1977 named, served 30 years as presiand joined the medical school dent of G.D. Searle and Company,
faculty in 1978.
a pharmaceutical research comThe former Murrayan is one of pany located in Skokie. Ill.
16 scientists nationwide to receive The scholarship program was
the annual scholarship this year. - founded to support the wort of
Beth, a biophysicist, is in- outstanding biomedical resear1
vestigating how a molecule's mo- chers in U.S. universities. Once
tion and arrangement influence selected, Searle scholars are afits ability to penetrate a cell mem- forded flexibility so that their use
brane. Using electron of grant funds may be based on
paramagnetic resonance, Beth is their best scientific judgment,
examining how ions are within the general areas describtransported across the mem- ed by their application.
branes of blood cells.
The title of his application is
"An electron paramagnetic
resonance investigation of the
conformational and motional
changes in band 3 protein involved
in anion transport."
Beth said his study will be how
WASHINGTON (API —
substances get in and out-of living
President Reagan will hold a
cells, and- how:transport of these
101204.011terentig,
substances may be -affected by
-taking office, on Wednesday at
diseases. He also said he would
8 p.m. EDT in the White House
a
like to study changes in red blood
East Room, White House
. TWO OUT OF THREE — Dr. Constantine Curris, president of Murray State University,is shown receiving
cells from patients with muscular
spokesman Larry Speakes said
the 1981-82 Ohio Valley Conference men's All-Sports Trophy from 198142 OVC President Dr. Arlin Roeder,of
dystrophy and diabetes.
today.
TennesSee Tech. Murray State has won two of the put three men's OVC All-Sports trophies and is expected to
"We might find a better way of
It will be available for live
be one of the top contenders again in 1982-83. Murray has won eight conference championships the past three
designing new treatments if we
broadcast coverage.
years.
can understand the biochemical

Dr. Albert Beth wins
$150,000 three-year
Searle scholarship
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A low bid of $29,702.21 by KingLandolt Insurance Agency for
)'eneral fund insurance coverage
for the city of Murray was approved Monday night by the Murray
..Ity Council in a special meeting.
Councilman Dr. C.C. Lowry
reviewed the policy with the rest
of the council. He said he felt the
policy would provide the city with
ttit best coverage.
l'he policy takes affect July 1.
start of the city's fiscal year.
Items covered by the policy include real and pe-sonal property,
auto liability, auto physical
damage, mobile equipment and
bond. Clauses covered in the new
policy but not in past policies in-' de public officials liability, law
enforcement liability and umbrella liability. Coverage on the
transit authority vans will be paid
by the authority.
The auto liability clause covers
30 city vehicles, compared to only
two, the fire department rescue
truck and the fire chief's car, by
the current policy.
Also approved were second
readings for general fund-revenue
sharing budget and salaries of city
employees. Under the budget,
revenue was estimated at $430,794
and expenditures at $397,889.
Under the new salary rate, most
of the 88 employees received a
three-percent increase while 11,
most of who changed departments, received slightly higher
than three percent

Shutitle works
robotic arm
CAPE CANAVERAL,Fla.(API
— Columbia's work-weary
astronauts unlimbered the space
shuttle's 50-foot mechanical arm
for its stiffest workout today, lifting an instrument package the
size of a desk "to sniff for contamination" inside the cargo bay.
The test, more of a weightlifting demonstration than
anything else, is intended to certify the robot limb for future
satellite-hoisting assignments.
Arm maneuvers were the main
item of business as Ken Mattingly
and Henry Hartsfield began a
third demanding day in space
after imploring Mission Control
not to bother troubleshooting "all
the little problems."
The first little problem of the
new day was with the hand-snare
of the arm. Within minutes, Mission Control directed Hartsfield to
a backup control and he began the
tests.

—
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(Continued On Page 2)

chance ofrain
Today partly sunny with a 20
percent chance of
thunderstorms. High in the low
to mid 80s. Winds becoming
west around 5 to 15 mph.
Tonight partly cloudy with lows
around 70. Light northwest
winds. Wednesday partly sunny with highs in the low to mid
80s. Light north to northeast
winds.
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Interest rates, debt limit climb;
senate patiol works on tax hikes
By STEVEN P. ROSENFELD
Treasury short-term borrowing vestors.
AP Business Writer
costs lo the highest levels since
Senate taxwriters were to begin
the fifth straight week, inmid-February.
wort today under a mandate to
have demanded a higher
The Treasury borrowed $9 find $21 billion in new revenue for
for money they loan
billion in the sale of three- and six- the fiscal year beginning Oct. 1
driving ,-US,--cuonth bills Monday, and by and $98 billion over the next three
week's end will have raised $17 years under a spending plan probillion.
jecting a $103.9 billion deficit in
Financial economists expect the the coming fiscal year.
Treasury will go on borrowing
Bob Dole, chairman of the
binge in the second half of the Senate Finance Committee, said
year, seeking an estimated $90 Monday his panel has reached
aNK FORT,Ks. API - Two
billion to $100 billion over the next general agreement on about 75
,
!at. ii4hw.
engineers
six months and as much as $50 percent of the three-year tax in•,,aintamed under cross exbillion more in the first three mon- crease. Dole declined to be more
;•; - [her, was no
ths of next year.
specific.
e r up 1
; ivestigation they
In light of the huge cash needs,
While taxwriters try to come up
cused ot mishandling (warty
President Reagan signed legisla- with more money for the governk
iarS ••-•
tion Monday raising the federal ment, a 10 percent cut in personal
,..anues today in
debt ceiling $64 billion to a record income tax rates and a 7.4 percent
on whether the
$1.143 trillion until Sept. 30, the increase in Social Security benefit
_p;eers.
rus *.;,..son and
end of the current fiscal year.
payments take effect Thursday,
r-ge
,-iit. stiould be
The average discount rate on pouring nearly $1 billion a week
t
cbs in the
the six-month Treasury bills auc- into the economy.
tioned Monday was 13.419 percent,
Meanwhile, a Supreme Court
ifid r ranke say the inup from 13.031 percent a week ruling may make it harder for
, ,
;..exington
earlier and the highest since the home buyers to obtain an
torily resolvFeb. 16 level of 14.36 percent. assumable mortgage.
HU 1990 -Ind that their
Three-month bills were auctioned
In its 6-2 ruling Monday, the
i. ,..dned from
at an average discount rate of high court upheld a federal
- AL •-rriticism of
13.269 percent, up from 12.88 per- regulation allowing federally
Secretary Frank
cent in the previous week and the chartered savings and loan
highest since the March 29 level of associations to supersede state
and the Kentucky Associa13.399 percent.
laws and require immediate
,f Transportation Engineers.
While the tab is a burden for tax- repayment of a mortgage loan
loeludes most engineers in
..a..ers, there are benefits to in- when a home is sold.
department, have filed a $4.7
,ge suit against Mett:m,rtment
-0 ;asking U S
Distric.
(Continued From Page 1)
-rd .
;
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,
,ease
from
the hospital because testimony during Hinckley's trial
injunet• giv
he is no longer a danger to himself showed that Hinckley was obsesst •
obs b;- k while the
or others.
ed with Miss Foster, pursuing her
rilie hearing on the
Asked if he thought he was with telephone calls and love notes
.; June 15 and resumready to be released from the in the months before he wounded
_ftera June 18 recess.
'.ospital, Hinckley, hesitated, then Reagan, presidential Press'
said: "That's a hard question.... Secretary James S. Brady, U.S.
.1 certainly would not be a danger Secret Service agent Timothy Mcto myself and I don't honestly Carthy and now retired D.C.
think I've been a danger to socie- police officer Thomas K. Delahanty I certainly would not be a ty outside the Washington Hilton
James W. Dowdy danger to the president, I'll say Hotel.
:dence, located in Farmington that for sure."
The 27-year-old presidential
_tio Calloway-Marshall County
He said he thought there might assailant said he feels sorry for
"as destroyed by fire late
a problem with one person.
Brady, whose wound to the brain
lay night
don't know if you've ever has left him permanently disablto Paul Lyles of the heard of her:* he said, naming ac- ed.
_ Lounty Fire-Rescue tress Jodie Foster. "I don't think
"He's suffered and his life is not
(..a use of the fire is there would be a problem. I don't what it should be....I just want to
fire hting unit from think I -would go stalking after say I'm very sorry about what I
•
ints called to the her....If we ware in the 'same did. He was just at the wrong
tJtien two Calloway room, there might be some pro- place at the wrong time...and I
Ae;.e
ed, the house was blem," he said.
just wish, I just honestly wish I
He said that he has in his could go back before that
I
a
cen outbuilding also hospital room a picture of her shooting....and let him move two
tro
No injuries were taken from a magazine.
inches out of the way," Hinckley
rted.
Extensive psychiatric said.

oowdy residenkv
.detroyed by firS0
-

10:55 A.M.
MY PARTNER
AND I NEEDED
INFORMATION.

Donovan awaits politicaljudgment
,FASHINGTON (AP) — Labor
Secretary Raymond J. Donovan,
free of the threat of federal
criminal prosecution, still awaits
judgment in Congress and the
White House on whether he can
politically survive the unproven
allegations linking him with the
underworld.
Donovan flashed the thumbs-up
sign for victory after special prosecutor Leon Silverman announced Monday there wasn't enough
evidence to indict the Reagan ad-

ministration Cabinet officer.
Despite Silverman's remark
that there was "a disturbing
number" of charges tying
Donovan to mobsters, Donovan
declared the "matter settled once
and for all."
Administration officials and a
key Senator reacted more
cautiously, but were pleased with
the special prosecutor's report.
Senate Labor Committee Chairman Orrin Hatch, R-Utah, backed
away from a 2-week-old prediction

e.••(Continued From Page
The astronauts went to bed tired
and Hartsfield suffered slight motion sickness on Monday. Today,
Hartsfield's voice was booming at
wakeup and strong as he began to
move the arm, hinged in the cargo
bay, through a series of precise
exercises.
Standing at a remote station in
the cockpit, Hartsfield unlatched
the arm from its cradling device
and maneuvered it into position to
lift an 800-pound monitoring
package in the rear of the cargo
bay.
The initial difficulty was with
the wire "fingers" that were to
latch onto the package. At one
point, Hartsfield said the "snares
do not move; they seem to be fully
closed."
The arm, too frail to support its
own weight in Earth's gravity,
was tested on Columbia's last two
trips but not so extensively as today.
The multi-jointed celestial
crane gingerly lifted the
instrument-filled package and
moved it about the bay to measure
contaminants and gather data to
assess the shuttle's impact on
satellites and payloads is the
cargo bay.
Later, the pilot was to wave the
parcel about as Mattingly triggers
steering jets to evaluate how the
satellite-loaded arm will be affected by the firings.
The goal for Flight 4 is to certify
Columbia as a commercial and
military cargo carrier starting on
its next trip, Nov. 11. But NASA officials said that flight might be
delayed while officials try to correct the design of the shuttle's
booster rockets. The rockets,
which helped hurl the ship into
space Sunday,sank in the Atlantic
Ocean when their parachute
systems failed.

that Donovan appeared to face insurmountable political opposition.
Based on his partial reading of
the report, Hatch said he still had
his doubts but hinted the tide could
be turning in Donovan's favor.
"I hope the report completely
exonerates Mr. Donovan, and
from an indictable offense standpoint and from a credible
evidence standpoint, I think it
does, and that's certainly a happy
day for Mr. Donovan," Hatch
said.

1)

The National Aeronautics and
Space Administration said the impact on Flight 5, if any, must
await en investigation into the
failure, the first of its kind in the
shuttle program.
Mattingly and Henry Hartsfield
told a flight surgeon during a
private radio conversation Monday night they both were tired and
Hartsfield reported he had a slight
headache and occasional
queasiness.
Dr. E.L. Schulman attributed
the troubles to a longer-andbusier-than planned first day in

space and directed Hartsfield to
take two aspirin and a motion
sickness pill and for both to get a
full eight hours' sleep. They each
logged only five hours Sunday
night.
Later, talking with the control
center, Mattingly said: "It's going
to be a busy day tomorrow. Right
now we're in condition to handle
it. I have no qualms about doing
the big things but I think we ought
not to do all the little things —
troubleshoot all the little problems."

Parachute malfunction
may delay fifth mission
CAPE CANAVERAL,Fla.(AP)
— NASA says the space shuttle
will not fly again until it finds and
fixes the parachute malfunction
that caused its reusable rocket
boosters to sink — and that could
mean a delay in Columbia's fifth
mission this fall.
The 91-ton, 149-foot-long steel
casings lie 3,500 feet down on the
floor of the Atlantic Ocean, a $36
million loss. They were supposed
to float when they hit the water
following Sunday's launch.
The National Aeronautics and
Space Administration said Monday that early analysis indicated
the problem was some failure in a
parachute system designed to
slow the rockets' descent into the
ocean after they are jettisoned by
the orbiter.
"This allowed the boosters to
impact the water well in excess of
their design capability, resulting
in their sinking," the NASA statement said.

The "decelerator system" for
each booster contains a pilot
chute, a drogue chute and three
main chutes, each 115 feet in
diameter.
One major element of each
booster, the forward frustum, or
nose cone, and the drogue chute
which lowers it to the water
separately from the main portion,
was recovered successfully as
planned.
There was no indication just
where the malfunction occurred,
and NASA said a board of inquiry
would be set up to study the matter Ond possibly recommend
modifications in the boosters that
would be used when the shuttle
makes its fifth flight, known officially as STS-5.
The next flight is to be Columbia's first operational mission
after four test flights and is
scheduled for late October or early November.
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by m.c. gorrott

Educated cut
Education Secretary Terrel H. Bell again has intervened to protect the wasteful, unnecessary National Institute of Education from being threatened
with elimination.
In the latest instance, Bell fired Edward A. Curran, head of the NIE,after the latter sent a letter to
President Reagan recommending that he abolish
the institute.
Previously, Bell went to White House Counselor
Edwin Meese, a close friend, and prevailed on
Meese to reject a plan by Budget Director David A.
Stockman to eliminate the $53 million-a-year National Institute of Education. Thus the institute,
which has wasted hundreds of millions of dollars on
esoteric studies, apparently will continue in
business.
What ever happened to the Reagan administration's plan to dismantle the Department of Education?

Postal surplus
The U.S. Postal Service is singing a different tune
nowadays and it's a welcome change.
In February, not so long ago, the Postal Service
was reporting that it had run up a deficit of $588
million during fiscal 1981, which ended last Sept. 30.
In sharp contrast to the situation last year, the
mail service has announced a surplus of $634
million in the current year.
If that trend continues, the Postal Service says it
will not have to seek an increase in the postage rate
it had expected would be necessary in 1983.
Postal patrons are deserving of a breather.
Americans were hit with tow increases last year
that raised the first-time postage rate from 15 cents
to the currect 20 cents.
The surplus thus far is $200 million higher than it
was in March. Although the Postal Service expects
to continue with a surplus, it is not expected to continue its present growth.
Nevertheless, getting out of the red ink is quite an
accomplishment. Such good years are a rarity. The
agency's first surplus in 34 years, totaling $469.9
million, was recorded in 1979.
Another surplus only three years later would set a
record well worth noting and make the postman
more popular than ever while making his appointed
rounds.

ERA to stay
It is true, as demonstrators are chanting all over
the country, that "ERA won't go away." And it's
not just because the vast majority of Americans
support the constitutional amendment, or because
the ranks and the determination of active ERA
campaigners are still growing. It's because there is
something fundamentally wrong about refusing
women the "equality of rights under the law" that
the Equal Rights Amendment calls for. For a society that prides itself on its openness and fairness,the
defeat of this amendment is an embarrassment.
The defeat is now virtually assured. Three more
states had to ratify the ERA before June 30 if it
were to become part of the Constitution; when the
North Carolina Legislature decided to table its
ratification vote, the chances of meeting the
deadline slipped to just about zero. •
•
The ERA's opponents have proclaimed their victory, but it is a shallow one. In the end, their efforts
to drown the amendment in controversies about sex
education, abortion, the draft, homosexuality and
day-care centers have not worked. A nation badly
divided on all such questions remains overwhelmingly in favor of equality itself, overwhelmingly
eager to agree to this ground rule for the other ongoing debates.
It was not any popular groundswell, but a
parliamentary maneuvee — hinging on four votes in
the North Carolina Legislature — that tabled the
ERA. The public in North Carolina remains 2 to 1 in
favor of the ERA. Nation-wide polls are similar.
The votes of about a dozen men in a few state
legislatures are what have prevented this amendment from passing. And if, for the time being, they
seem to have succeeded in forcing an unwilling nation to carry the outworn emotional baggage of a
minority that still fears legal equality for women, it
is an accomodation too uncomfortagle to last. The
ERA will be back simply because its defeat is unworthy of a great democracy; it is not only
America's women who have been diminished by it.
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Jack White hangs it up after 21 years
as Murray State's equipment manager
Jack White has been a lot of places,
seen a lot of our country and done a
lot of different things, but now he's
doing what he most enjoys — playing
golf, as much as he wants, whenever
he wants.
Jack retired a few weeks ago after
more than two decades of taking care
of the equipment of Murray State's
athletic teams.
With his feet propped up on the
front part of a golf cart at the Murray
Country Club, he looked back the
other day across the years at some of
the places he had been and some of
the things he had done.
It was in 1961 that he had to have
some major surgery. At the time he
was operating a Texaco service station on East Main Street where Van
Haverstock and Mike Holton have
their insurance agency, Holton &
Melugin,today.
Once out of the hospital, he was
told by his doctor that it would be at
least a year before he could go back
to greasing cars, changing oil and
pumping gas. He simply decided to
sell out and get out of the service station business.
•••
The late Dr. Ralph H. Woods — at
the time the fourth president of Murray State and one of his good
customers — came up with an idea.
Why not come to the campus as the
athletic equipment manager, he suggested,and Jack took the job.
Don Shelton was the football coach
at the time with a squad of 75 rather
poorly equipped players as compared with the snazzily-equThped
Racers of today.
"What they had was worn out,"
Jack recalled. "The football helmets
had very little, if any, padding in
them, and it was a problem
sometimes to come up with 11 alike in
good enough condition for a game."
Since he moved into new quarters
in Roy Stewart Stadium in 1973, Jack
kept track of and maintained the
equipment of only the football and
the track teams, but during the first
10 years of his MSU career, he handled it all — every sport on the campus

— from dingy, cramped storage
rooms and a tiny office in the Carr
Health Building.
For 21 years, he laundered
uniforms, maintained inventories,
ordered new equipment and made
repairs, many of them himself, as
well as loading, transporting and bringing back to Murray the team's
equipment when it played away from
home.
He has been like a father to several
scores of student "managers", having from one to as many as six working with him at times.
"The only time I ever forgot
anything was the time we left Doug
Vance at Charleston, Ill., after playing Eastern Illinois," he laughed.
"We had to go back 40 miles to get
him." Doug is the sports information
director at the university.
•••
Jack worked closely with four sets
of coaches in football and three in
basketball while at the university. Of
the football coaches, he felt closest to
Bill Furgerson, who coached the
Racers for 10 years and whose winning record is second only to the legendary Roy Stewart.
Shelton also was a close friend and
a frequent golfing partner.
Cal Luther was his "big buddy"
among the basketball coaches. They
made many trips together with the
basketball teams. Luther coached
the Racers, excited the fans and
frustrated the officials for more than
15 years. He is now the coach at
Longwood College at Farmville, Va.
Jack also is particularly fond of
Bill Baldridge, who was an assistant
coach on Mike Gottfried's staff in recent years at Murray State and now
with Mike at Cincinnati.
They traveled many a mile on road
trips in the equipment van, and he
especially recalls one trip they made
from Morehead to Murray in 542
hours, a trip which takes me about
eight flours to make.
Mike Dickens, a former Racer
quarterback who was a member of
Frank Beamer's staff last fall and

now also with Gottfried in Cincinnati,
is another of Jack's buddies among
the coaches.
•••
When he turned to reminiscing
about the players whom he had enjoyed knowing and watching play, he
laughed when he thought about Russ
Carlyla, an offensive guard and quite
a team cut-up from St. Louis. "He
was a lot of fun," Jack chuckled."He
would dress right out in front of the
equipment room, and some of the
times he would have on the raggedest
underwear you ever saw. One time —
just for a joke — I wrote his mother
and told her to please send him some
new underwear."
Another to whom he felt particularly close was Larry Tillman, the
Racers'great quarterback of the late
'60g.
But it is to Dr. Chad Stewart, chairman of the Recreation and Physical
Education Department, that he so
often refers to as -the best friend I
ever had." Chad is the senior departmental chairman on the campus.
•••
Unlike the coaches — with exception of Furgerson — and most of the
players he kept outfitted, Jack is a
native of Calloway County, although
he moved and worked around the
country quite a bit before settling
down "back home."
He is one of seven children of the
late Lon and Merriam White, and he
grew up on a farm between Murray
and Hazel. Three of his sisters still
live in Calloway County. Mrs. Paul
(Robbie) Blalock lives on the old
Murray-Paris Road. Mrs. Raymond
(Lonnie) Rayburn lives on South 11th
Street at Story Ave., and Mrs. Robert
(Rachel) Hendon lives on Waldrop
Drive.
A brother, Gene, is retired. He was
head of the payroll department at the
Union Carbide plant in Paducah. His
other brother, Otley, lived on the old
home place until his death in 1978.
Jack quit school in his sophomore
year at Hazel High School before setting out to see some of the world

looking bock
Ten years ago
Robert Moyer, Holmes Ellis, Emma Dean Lawson and Sid Easley
were elected as officers of Board of
Directors of Calloway County
Chapter of American Red Cross.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Ethel Edmonds Clark, Mrs. Thelma
Murdock,64, and Mrs. E.W.(Mavis)
Miller,84.
Tommy Hays Hooks, 19, son of Mr.
arA)Krs. Bud Hooks, has enlisted in
tuted States Army.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. John Michael Calhoon
on June 26.
Twenty years ago
Calloway County Fiscal Court met
today to take care of year end
business and to approve budgets for
the coming year. Judge Robert 0.
Miller presided.
A "progress report" on Murray
Manufacturing Co. was given yesterday by Robert Wyman, general
manager of the plant, at a meeting of
Murray Rotary Club. Wyman is also
a member of the club.
Thirty years ago
An enrollment of 608 for the summer session at Murray State College
has been released by Cleo Gillis
Hester, registrar at MSC.
"Air conditioning has taken a spurt
in Murray in the past year until now
almost every dentist and many law
offices have it," from the column,
"Seen & Heard Around Murray" by
James C. Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. Brown Tucker, Mr.
and Mrs. Groover Parker, Mr. and
Mrs. John Shroat and Mrs. Allie Pigg
are attending VFW State Encampment in Madisonville.

thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
All major religious traditions include people we call mystics, folks
who believe that God and salvation is
best found through an inner, individual search, rather than through
reliance upon ritual, intellect, or external authorities.
In Islam, the major mystical tradition is known as Sufism. The strictness or pure motives of many
mystics is clear in this Sufi prayer:
0God,if adore Thee in fear of
Hell,send me to Hell. U I adore
Thee in hope of Paradise, exclude me from Paradise. But if
I adore Thee for Thy sake only,
withhold not Thine everlasting
beauty from me.
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letter to the editor
To the Editor:
After following 'the John Hinckley'
trial for weeks, (in the paper and
nightly news), I could hardly believe
the "not guilty" verdict(by reason of
insanity that was reached by the
jury! I, for one, question 'the sanity'
of the jury in this fiasco, considering
'the vast amount' of 'damaging
evidence', (tapes, which most
Americans saw live, of the attempted
assassination) and thirteen counts
against Mr. Hinckley, I wonder too,
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
LettToixeuld be typewritten and

about our "judicial system". No
wonder there is so much crime, killings, terrorism and disregard for
human life. The Hinckley trial will
serve to show that 'would-be
assassins' need only hide behind 'the
cloak of insanity in the future.' Thank
you for allowing me to express my
views on this matter.
Sincerely,
Danny M. Rogers
401 So. 10th St.
Murray,Ky. 42071
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general in'
terest:
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and limit
frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger & Times,
Box 1040, Murray,Ky.42071.

before he settled down.
He spent a year in Colorado, a couple in California and a winter in
Florida before coming back to
Calloway County to farm for a year.
Then he went to Detroit, where he
worked for a while with the
American Oil Company.
In the late '40s, he also worked with
TVA on maps and surveys before
coming back to Murray and going into the service station business on the
southeast corner of the square where
County Attorney Max Parker now
has his law office.
•••
His wife, the former Margaret
Hughes, was born in Portland, Ore.,
but moved to Murray when she was
seven years old. They met while she
was going to Murray High School and
while her father, Alton, was the city's
fire chief. They were married June 3,
1936.
Today, Margaret works in the
Alumni Office at Murray State, and
on her birthday, she brings some of
the best hot-pimento dip you'll ever
taste to work.
They have three daughters and six
grand-children.
Jackita is now Mrs. Richard Neill,
lives in Henderson and has two
children. Rita is Mrs. Jimmy Carson
and lives on Henry Street in Murray.
They have three children.
Rachel Claudine, or -Shorty," as
she is affectionately known, lives in
Louisville and has the other grandchild. Her husband, Ronald David
(Butch) Blakeley, is head football
coach at Iroquois High School in that
city. Both he and Neill are former
Murray State football players.
•••
What is Jack going_to do to keep
busy now that he has retired.
"Nothing, if I can help it," he chuckled,flicking ashes off his ever-present
cigarette. "Nothing except play a little golf, and as soon as Moon (Haron
West), Sam (Spiceland) and Stumpy
(J. D. Rayburn)show up, we'll get at
it today. Somebody else can worry
about those dirty jerseys and jockey
straps."
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Outland and Jones vows solemnized at church
Miss Mary Beth
Outland and J. Bill Jones,
Jr., were united in marriage May 29 at First
Baptist Church, Murray.
The Rev. Harold Lassiter
and Paul Webb officiated
Music was by Mrs. John

Bowker, organist, and
Mrs. Vernon Shown,
vocalist.
Parents of the couple
are Mr. and Mrs. Charles
D. Outland of Murray,
and Mr. and Mrs. John B.
Jone, Sr., of St. Louis,
Mo.
7 00,9 15
2 00Sat .Sun
The bride is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
"They're
Paul Webb, Orlinda.
here ••
Tenn. The groom is the
IT KNOWS
WHAT
grandson of Hans
SCARES
Sperber and the late Mrs.
YOU
Kunigunde Sperber of
POLTERGEIST
Nurenberg, West Germany.
Bride's Dress
The
bride chose for her
7 15,9364 2 00Sat .Sun
wedding a white gown of
- NO PASSES —
chiffon over taffeta. The
ne is &raid
fitted bodice was overlaid
He is tordly
alone
with Venice lace and
featured a high lace collar band with an English
THE EXTRA
net yoke appliqued with
A uNIVERSAL
Plc Tull(
TERRESTRIAL
lace. Long-full bishop
c•ntral c•ntsr 753-3314 sleeves of chiffon had
cuffs of lace. Her skirt
fell from a raised
waistline to a full chapel
train.
,Sun
2
00
Sat
700,9 00
Her chapel length veil
of white bridal illusion
NO PASSES
was attached to a headSt ALLOW
VAL oe• SIORE
piece of Venice lace and
Ti,, Greatest Challenge
pearls. She carried a
ROCKY
cascade of gardenias,
III t•
stephanotis andiivy.
Attenda8its
"I
7 00.9 30 2 00 Sat Sun
Miss Lynne Outland,
sister of the bride, served
- NO PASSESas maid of honor. Mrs.
, The Movie of
'Tomorrow'
Donald Szramkowski,
ALBERT FINNEY
. _
sister of the groom,
CAROL BURNETT
Portland, Ore., was
bridesmaid.
W.777,77
.1.. w
The
wore identical

yellow quiana dresses
with fitted bodices and
narrow straps and accordian pleated skirts, accented with a yellow chiffon jacket with full bishop
sleeves. Each attendant
carried a cascade of
yellow roses, white
daisies and ivy and wore
sprigs of baby's breath
and ivy in their hair.
The groom chose Paul
Herrman as best man
and Mike Outland,
brother of the bride, as
groomsman. Tom
Reuschhoff and Dave
Watzig were ushers.
The men in the wedding
party wore black tuxedos
with stephanotis and ivy
boutonnieres. The groom
wore full formal dress
with long tails.
Mrs. Outland chose for
her daughter's wedding a
floor length dress of sea
green chiffon. It had an
empire waistline and a
hip length chiffon cape.
Mrs. Jones chose for
her son's wedding a dress
of berry quiana. It had a
short cape which was
smocked with pearls.
Each mother wore a
white orchid.
The bride's grandmother, Mrs. Paul Webb,
Mr. and Mrs. J. Bill Jones
wore a rose quiana dress
with an accordian pleated
Texas.
Stacy Wilson, Nashville, ray, was director.
skirt. It featured long
Mrs. Kenneth Winters Tenn.; Miss Martha BenRehearsal Dinner
chiffon sleeves and a tie
diregted the wedding.
nett, Huntsville, Ala.;
Mr. and Mrs. John B.
at the neck. She wore a
Mrs. Frank Salat, sister Jones, Sr., were hosts for
cimbidium orchid.
of the groom, Hometown, a rehearsal dinner at the
Reception
The guest book attenFollowing the Ill.; Mrs. Harold Doran, Brass Lantern
dant was Mrs. Danny
Mrs. Mancil Vinson and Restaurant in Aurora.
Richerson, Houston, ceremony a reception
was in the Fellowship Mrs. Mickey McKeel, all Places were laid for
of Murray.
thiry-two persons.
Hall of the church.
Mrs. Joe L. Rose, MurBridemaids'Luncheon
Serving were Miss
The bridesmaids' luncheon was at the home of
the bride on the wedding
day. Mrs. Outland was
hostess.
The couple now residgs
DAILY USAGE FEE
in St. Louis where the
bride is enrolled at the St.
Under....
Louis School of PharHOURS:
macy and the groom is
9& Older .... 9.00
Doily
employed as
Ords
metallurgical engineer
1 AM-6:30 PM
With Garlic Bread
for Granite City Steel in
Salad 40' Extra
Granite City, Ill.

CINE 1 & 2

ET

CHERI 3

5•4 tttttt

et

7 15,9 15,2 00Sat ,Sun

John Carpenter's

Group A of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Thursday at 9 a.m. at the club. Substitutes
will be Peggy Billington, Janna Hughes and Patsy
Miller.
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Judy Carroll, Andrea Hogancamp, Jenny Sue Smock and
Joni Billington; Court Two — Emmy Edwards,
Sharon Wells, Lynn Stout and Jeannetta Williams;
Court Three — Rainey Apperson, Lois Keller, Brenda Marquardt and Sharon Brown; Court Four —
Sue Overbey, Georgianna Moffitt, Patsy Oakley
and Frankie McNutt.

Lynn Grove event planned
Graduates of the 1932 and 1933 classes of Lynn
Grove High School will have a class reunion on Friday, July 2, in Mississippi Room, University
Center, Murray State University. A social hour will
start at 6 p.m. with dinner to be served at 7 p.m.

Contest planned at fair
The first annual Little Miss Murray-Calloway
County Fair Queen Contest will be Monday, July 12,
at 7 p.m. as a part of the 1982 Jaycee Fair. Contestants must be between the ages of 5 and 8. Interested persons may complete the form in The
Murray Ledger* Times and mail to Tony Wallace,
202 Riviera Courls, or call 753-1331 or 752-6813 for information.

Guests visit here
Mrs. Ann Hamilton of Winter Park, Fla., Mrs.
Sarah Hinman of Memphis and Kelly Hinman of
New York City have returned home after being the
guests in the homes of their mother and grandmother, Mrs. Christine Rhodes, and their aunt,
Miss Mayme Whitnell.

Angelo Marie Schmidt born
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Schmidt of Houston, Texas,
are the parents of a daughter, Angela Marie,
weighing eight pounds four ounces, born Wednesday, June 2. The mother is the former Susan
Adams. Maternal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Leon Adams of Murray.

MURRAYS FINEST
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Cookbook reprinted
A second printing of the 1967 edition of the Murray
Woman's Club cookboolethas been completed. The
books at a cost of $5.95 each are now on sale at
downtown branches of Bank of Murray and Peoples
Bank, Calloway County Public Library, Pier 1,
Bamboo Garden, Owen's Food Market and Starks
Hardware. Books may also be obtained from Bess
Kerlick, finance chairman of the club, telephone
753-1469. This edition was reprinted after club having numerous requests for the cookbook.

Congratulations
to Kimber Baker
and Jimmy Joe
Hale who were
married June
25.
We, at King's Den wish you a long and happy life
together and THANK YOU for allowing us to share this
special time through our Tux Rental Service,

Mg King's
753-0550
10-6 Mon.-Sat.

Bel Air Center
Fri Nights til 9 a.m.

Terry Ellis
receives
his degree
Roger Terry Ellis was
conferred the Doctor of
Dental Surgery degree by
the College of Dentistry
during recent graduation
exercises at the University of Tennessee Center
for the Health Sciences in
Memphis.
He is a 1974 graduate of
Henry
County
High
School and
a
1978
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Summer Clearance
Sale Starts Wed.9:00 A.M.
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THAT MAY NOT FIT YOUR
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All Sales Final - Exchanges where possible
Open 9 6 Mon

Sot

Fr,

9 to 8

ChokInsn S Fashorwl

Roger Terry Ellis
graduate of Murray State
University
where he
received his B.S. degree
in
Biology
and
Chemistry.
Dr. Ellis will begin active duty with the U.S. Army Dental Corp in July.
He will be stationed at Ft.
Jackson, S.C., where he
will do a one year general
practice residency.
He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Floyd Ellis of Paris,
Tenn., and is.married to
the former Janie Flora,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne Flora of Murray.
SILVER MINED
Much of the silver mined down through the ages
has been lost. In the first
half of this century, peas!)e e lost an _ estimated
WM 'Tons of silver
coins. Another 3,000 tons
are estimated to be in Xray films filed for years
in hospitals and doctor's
offices.
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Hendon home scene ofsocial

1

Members and guests of
Suburban Homemakers
Club had a potluck dinner
on Saturday, June 5, at 6
p.m. at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Holmes Dunn,
South 12th Street.
Attending were Mrs.
Max Farley, Mr. and

Mrs. Prentice Dunn, Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Russell,
Mr. and Mrs. Learon
McGary, Mr. and Mrs.
Lenith Rogers, Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Wilson, Mr.
and Mrs. Clyde Miller,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hendon,and the hosts.

ir•

Esther Sunday School
Class of First Baptist
Church will meet at 6:30
p.m. at Fellowship Hall of
church.
Project for the Early
Education of Exceptional
Children will sponsor a
two-day workshop at
Barkley Lodge for persons working with young

Wednesday,June 30
Tuesday,June 29
handicapped children.
Women of Murray
For information call 762- Country Club will play
6965.
golf at 9:30 a.m. with Betty Scott as hostess.
Wednesday,June 30
Second day of
Ladies day activities
workshop by Project for will be at 9:30 a.m. at
the Early Education of Oaks Country Club.
Exceptional Children will
Thursday,July 1
be at Barkley Lodge. For
Calloway County Choir
information call 762-6965. Boosters will meet
at 7
p.m. in choir room of
Make Today Count will Calloway County High
meet at 1:30 p.m. in third School.
floor classroom of
Murray-Calloway County
Murray Women of the
Hospital.
Moose will meet at 8 p.m.
at lodge hall.
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open from
Front Porch Swing is
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for ac- scheduled to rehearse at 7
tivities by Senior p.m. at First Christian
Citizens. .
I
Church.

Current best sellers released
Current best sellers for
Non-Fiction
week of June 27 have
I. "Richard Simmons'
been released by Time Never -Say -Diet
magazine as follows:
Cookbook" by Richard
Fiction
Simmons.
I. "The One Tree" by
2. "Jane--Fonda's
Stephen R. Donaldson.
Workout Book" by Jane
2. "The Parsifal Fonda.
Mosaic" by Robet t
3. "Living, Loving and
Ludlum.
Learning" by Leo
3. "The Man From St. Buscaglia.
Petersburg" by Ken
4. "No Bad Dogs" by
Follett.
Barbara Woodhouse.
4. "For Special Ser5."A Few Minutes With
vices" by John Gardner.
Andy Rooney" by AnThe Prodigal drew A. Rooney.
5.
Daughter" by Jeffrey Ar(Courtesy of Time, the
cher.
weekly newsmagazine.)

•••- ••••••••

Mothers Day Out will
be at 9 a.m. at First Baptist Church.
First Baptist Church
Workers' Rally will be at
6 p.m. at church.
Junior Golf will be at 9
a.m. at Oaks Country
Club.
Murray Country Club
will have Junior Golf at 9
a.m. and Couples Tennis
at6 p.m.
Murray Civitan Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at Big
Joe's Restaurant.

often goes to visit Sam
without me, which is fine
because Sam appreciates
the company.
Now the problem. Lately when I visit Sam with
Emma, he pays more attention to her than he
does to me. He never
takes his eyes off her, and
the last time we visited
Sam, the hello and goodbye kisses between him
and Emma were much
warmer than you'd expect between casual
friends. I laughingly told
Emma on the way home
that I thought Sam had a
crush on her. She said,
"Oh no, we're just good
friends," but I noticed
she turned beet-red.
Emma is my age, late
60s, and she's never been
married. I enjoy her company and don't want to
break up the friendship.
Should I be jealous?
SAM'S WIFE
DEAR WIFE: Yes, but
don't be foolish. If Sam
and Emma find mutual
pleasure in an innocent
flirtation, what's the
harm? I think both you
and Sam are lucky' to
have Emma's friendship.
Don't spoil it by overreacting. Keep a cool
head and a warm heart.
Emma's not about to
steal Sam out of the rest
home.
•••
DEAR ABBY: Please,
I need help quick. I've
been going with this guy,
Harold, for three years.
He's sweet and
understanding,and it was
no surprise when he gave
me an engagement ring
for Christmas three years
ago.(I was 20 then and he
was 22.) We discussed
marriage but didn't make
any definte plans for the
wedding because Harold
kept saying we shouldn't

Your Individual
Horoscope

•
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rush into anything.
A few weeks ago
Harold said he thinks we
should live together first
because he doesn't want
to get married until he
knows what married life
is like.
I am dead set against
living with him of any
other man. He says I'm
old-fashioned, that
everybody is doing it. I
call myself "respectable," and I refuse to go
along with his suggestion.
I tried to give him his ring
back but he wouldn't take
it.
What I want to know is
this: Am I old-fashioned,
and is everybody doing
it? Or is Harold right?
RESPECTABLE IN
MINNESOTA
DEAR RESPECTABLE: You are not
old-fashioned, and
everybody is not doing it!
Hang in there, girl. If
Harold doesn't want to
marry you on your terms,
somebody else will.
•••
DEAR ABBY: I should
have listened to you! So
many times a woman will
see her best friend's husband with another
woman, and she asks you
if she should tell her
friend, and you always
say,"No!"
Well Abby, I saw my
best friend's husband in a
car with a girl. My friend
was having some minor
problems with her marriage at the time, but my
big mouth blew the whole
thing sky-high!
I wound up hurting her
more than helping her,
and I lost her as my
friend. She has not
spoken to me in over a
year, and I miss her very
much. I doubt if I will
ever have a friend like
her again. Please warn

others to keep their
mouths shut.
SHOULD HAVE
LISTENED
DEAR SHOULD: Good
people with the best of intentions often do more
harm than bad people
with evil intentions. And
then, of course, there are
the gossip-mongers,
busybodies, selfappointed protectors of
"morality" and any
number of nasty-minded
folks who have so little
joy in their own lives that

they take pleasure in
relaying painful news to
others. If I had to err in
such a situation, I'd opt
for erring on the side of
silence.
•••
"The Best of Dear Abby," featuring Abby's
best answers and favorite
responses during the past
25 years, is now
available. You can obtain
a copy of this new bestselling book by sending
$9.95 plus $1 for postage
and handling to "The

4

•:-••
• 41.

By Abigail Von Buren
Best of Dear Abby," in
care of this newspaper,
4400 Johnson Dr., Fairway, Kan. 66205. Make
checks payable to
Universal Press
Syndicate

Just in time for
July 4th celebration

50% TO
OFF
60
%
ALL SUMMER

•,
if•-.

MERCHANDISE
1/3 off all other items
in the store.
Hum vs hilt. the selection

is good
N isa X llastereard accepted
Tux Rental Available

Bel Air Center

VISA

'gr.

elle tong alien

753-0550
Mon.-Sat. 10-6

* * * * * * * * * * •* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
**

1 LADIES & GIRLS I

MEN'S & BOYS
Men's Fashion

Ladies Canvas

Jeans

Shoes

20-50%

off

Suits
men's Dress
Slacks

20-50%
20-50%
20-50%

off

Small-2XL

Caps

By Exquisite Form

Broken Sizes

1I

2 price

1/2 price

Dresses &
Sportswear

1/2 price

Men's

Ties
111

All Ladies Summer

All Girls

Straw Hats

16th Street Murray
753-3149

1/2 price

Dress Shoes &
Sandals

All Men's Western

1080.73t4

Bras & Girdles

20% off

One Group Men's Polyester
Odd tots
Short Sleeved

Size 24-341/2 Off

One Group Ladies

20% off

Men's Summer

Jumpsuit

1/3 To 1/2 Off

Ladies Asst. Colors Painters

off

641•10.041•16164b•MINK

1/2 price

114:4's Knit

20 To 50% Off
•_*-*
t;;2:

Girls

A

Sandals

20-50%

Catfish Special

off

•'

•

Wear

20 To 50%

Off

No Exchanges or Refunds On Sale Merchandise
All Sales Final - No Alterations

Wed. 5 p.m.fel° p.m.
Catfish Plate
French Fries, Cole Slaw
and Hush Puppies

Is•

s

SETTLE-WORKMAN
Downtown Across From The bank of Murray
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 1* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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20 To 50% Off

Infant

Shirts

•• ea. •• or.....,••-••••••••••••-•",••• PO

Ladies

Jeans

Coveralls

•

20% off

Sportswear
20%

2 price

All Ladies

Men's Short Sleeved

901-644-1003

1/

Slacks

Hats

b4=6•461=1110.41411.611.4

1/3 To 1/2 Off •

Purses
off

Men's Straw

— Videocassette Rentals —

1/2 price

All Ladies

Shirts

THE MOVIE STORE

•

Dresses

off

Men's Sport

XC

•

All Ladies Summer

All Men's Dress

afigi

/1/111111111111111S%

* * ** *

JULY CLEARANCE SALE

_n_rl

324-C Tyson Ave., Pods, TN

••••••
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Frames Drake
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FOR THURSDAY,JULY 1, 1982
What kind of day will tomor- Don't let molehills turn into
row be? To find out what the mountains.
stars say, read the forecast LIBRA
given for your birth Sign.
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
ARIES
You'll have luck in laun( Mar.21 to Apr. 19) T44 ching new moneymaking proThe same issue keeps crop- jects, but at the same time
mg up for discussion, probably may be extravagant. Get a sea business matter. Get profes- cond opinion about legal costs.
sional advice before making a SCORPIO
commitment.
(Oct.23 to Nov.21) nt
'et'
TAURUS
You work best by maintain(Apr. 20 to May 20) 61
67 ing a low profile. Though you
Don't let false pride keep won't take kindly to advice,
you from asking for assistance you'll still garner new insights
if you need it. Others are more about yourself.
than willing to cooperate with SAGITTARIUS
you.
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
GEMINI
us
,' Talks with others should be
( May 21 to June 20)
confidential. You'll want to
Though you may get bogged tackle some unfinished tasks,
down in some work problems, but may be subject to petty inyou seem able to help others terruptions.
with their difficulties — CAPRICORN
especially children.
(Dec. toJan. 19) 140
CANCER
An old friend is helpful tr
(June 21 to July 22) moo c.--0 you in business, but a partnet
You're inclined to fret over may not want to join you at
inconsequential things. Plan social event. Be careful
for recreation with family or details at work.
loved ones, and take time off AQUARIUS
from worry.
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
LEO
Consult with advisers befor,
(July 23 to Aug.22)
committing yourself about
You need proper timing in business enterprise. Stay ii
discussing
controversial the background. Let other
issues. Listen to the advice of present your case.
a family member who has imam
your interests at heart.
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
VIRGO
IVO% Conservative tactics an
(Aug. 23 to Sept. n)
best in business. Ethical quesShopping is favored, but tions arise with a family
there could be differences member. Be tolerant of the
with a higher-up or friend, opinions of others.

Reg. $3.95

• 1P• 6

Wife fears two's company and she's the crowd

Coming community events listed

Alcoholics Anonymous
will meet at 8 p.m. in
western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Center.

p.,. • •••• 0" f

l•

r). 19112

DEAR ABBY: My husband is 70, and he's in a
rest home and will never
be able to come home
because of an illness I
can't handle. Sam (not
his name) is attractive
and well-read, but he gets
MARK THE SPOT
confused now and then.
To help kids spot you more easily at a crowded
I don't drive,so a friend
beach or play area, Family Circle magazine offers I'll call Emma drives me
this advice: Attach colored balloons or streamers to to see Sam two or three
an old broom handle and push it into the sand or times a week. Emma
ground nearby.

Tuesday,June 29
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Health Center.
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Hexter winners provide livable entries
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
There were no visible
fireworks among the
award winners at the recent Heater Awards for
interiors of the year.
As one of the judges
remarked at the presentation, each of the winning entries was a livable

Copier on
the blink?

space furnished quietly in
the best materials the
client could afford.
For the past 24 years,
the awards, sponsored by
S. M. Hexter Fabric Co.,
and chosen by a jury of
designers and editors,
have been offering a
glimpse into the standards of taste being proffered by the decorating
establishment.
Judging from this
year's winners, the first

part of the 1980s is shaping up as a time in which
decorating is meant to
solve the problems of
space arrangement in an
unobtrusive fashion.
Where once a designer
might have preferred to
be known as a trend setter breaking new ground,
this year's winners said
they were more concerned about carrying out
their clients' wishes.
Hal Adams, a New

ANNOUNCEMENT
We are pleased to announce that Deanna Underhill bride-elect of James Randolph, has Iseiected her cookware,
hostessware, dinnerware, appliances and
kitchen accessories from our Bridal
Registry.
Deanna and James will be married
August 7th.

Bette,See the'
,eh -vary
'eligible -A 8 0,ck 990
piehri paper carpet,
The 990 has all ci me'most
wanted teatafes of machines costing et more
- including tee versatility
to melte 11
17 copes

copy both sides and use
mos.diorama ot paper in
Cluchng overhealtransDerenC.eS find la
s

Call us today

Murray Home & Auto

10M

;hestnut Street

116 NORTH 7Th
NAYFIkill
247-5912

Phone

--1/a

Murray, Ky.

753-2511

SIZZLING 4TH OF JULY PICNIC SALE
Quarter 11. Pure Ground

Beef Patties

$2086

14 Lb. Box

12 Lb. Box 2 to 1.b. Ground Beef

Steaks

$1788

U.S.D.A. Choice Whole

Ribeye

8 to 121b. avg. lb. $459

Choice (Cut To Your Specifications)

Ribeye

lb $469

Fields 1 Lb

Hot Dogs

$1 69

20 up. St19

20 Lb Bag $

Color
Television

29

Choice Sides Oneef

225 To 300 tbs.

Cut & Wrapped Free
$
lb.

42
I

FROM

Phone Your Orders In

GIBSON HAM CO.
MINI• 753-1601

NOV11;7

t

S:00 Moo.•Fri.

We Ac:opt Food
Stomps

' Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murroy

.

per week

Curtis
Mathes
HOME

Wholesale & Retail Meat
07N. 3rd St.

panels

open
UPPER

DINING

LIVING

beams
roof I.

BALCONY
Iin en

sl 91 doors
MASTER

C

BEDROOM

t s1 gl doors

C

BEDROOM 3
in 12
STOP

15' r 12

I

vanity

mirror
french cIrs

french dr

Or passage
envelope

3233 Clarks River Road
Paducah, Ky.
444-9166

WE WILL BE
CLOSED
MONDAY
5Y11 JULY

Homeowners
Insurance

MONEY-MARKET CERTIFICATES
IT'S A
PERSONAL
THING

13.269%

Rate Geed
Me July 5, 1912

THETIGHEST RATE of any financial institution in the area offering
91-Day Certificates. Only $7,500 minumum. Insured by the FSLIC.
Compounding Prohibited By Federal Regulations

Well see that you get all
the protection you need
without the expense of
unnecessary coverage
and at attractive rates
Call us. You'll find were
friends you can depend on,

Federal Regulations resubstantial
quire
o
penalty
for
early
withdrawal from Ceftif•cote accounts

onzE 9Ecizzat
SAVIN(;S A \I)LOAN ASSOCIATION

Murray Branch
1201 Main St.
1011% Num
759-1630
LENDER
Home Office 1601 Broadway,Paducah,Ky.

5_S_
•e.

"Large enough to be strong. yet small enough to be friendly."

Everybody does not have
the same Homeowners
coverage needs State
Auto recognizes this and
provides many, many
options so that your
insurance can be tailored
to your particular situation
And several coverages are
combined in our package
at substantial savings.

PURDOM &
THURMAN
INSURANCE
Court Sq.
753-4451

te.

1.11•11

State Auto Insuranco
A friend you can dogeond on

BATH
5,El

slat floor for
air passage
shower

second floor
SOLAR DECK

.
.7

31. r 8'
outdoor
storage

-a)
j

I
AIR
LOCK
wood
storage

iaund

BEDROOM 2
rangefop

II., 12-6'
ENTR
HALL

stonJ.
planter

dw under

or slats

Lirtr
1*

1

Or passage envelope ,.., ,." ...-.- .._
,. ,
'...„,
•
••".'' " -I• ,
mr4
- c.-- •
..-' 3. 7,..._.L.....t.., ,..f

double windows
AIR LOCK
FOYER

,.
- '
s ---

4

first floor

HAI162M
THE DISTINCTIVE SILO OF THIS UNIQUELY designed
home is a weather protective air lock as well as the entrance
foyer. A combined living-dining space lies to the rear to provide privacy. There is one bedroom on the first floor and two
more on the second level. Plan HA1162M has 1,022 square
feet on the first floor and 731 on the second. For more information write - enclosing a stamped,self-addressed envelope
- to Master Plan Service, 89 East Jericho Tpke., Mineola,
N.Y. 11501.

Here's
the answer

Notice
Customers of the Murray Water
& Wastewater Systems
Ordinance Number 751, an ordinance
establishing new water and sewer rates, was
passed by Murray City Council on March 25,
1982. These rates will go into effect with the
billing cycle for June, covering the period of
May 10, 1982 through June 10, 1982. The bill
yuou receive on July 1, 1982 will reflect the
new rates.

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
What's new on the
market?

ENTERTAINMENT CENTER

91-DAY

When it's NEw and iliTERESTing,
you can rest assured it'll be at light!

solar

--"TtENT

White

Potatoes

Yorker whose apartment architecturally indesign took first place in teresting rooms.
the residential category,
The three designers
said an important test of agreed
that whether they
an interior was its ap- hire
design help or not,
propriateness.
most Americans face
•
It's rather like dress- similar situations in furing, he observed. "If nishing their homes.
you've got on sneakers,
Among typical prothen you'd better put on a blems is the need for
pair of jeans. If you're more storage space,
wearing patent leather easier maintenance and
shoes, then black tie is - better lighting.
correct."
L. Although the number of
Mark Epstein, also of possessions and the
New York, received first amount of time spent at
honorable mention for his home have not diminishrefurbishment of a subur- ed, the amount of living
ban tract house. Epstein space available to most
said that as a rule every people has. As a result,
decorating job involves more built-in or storerethinking the space to fit bought storage furniture
and rooms furnished for
the client's needs.
He has found that multiple use are usually
suburban homes built necessary.
The anonymous
even only a few years ago
are almost always too character of new homes
formal for today's style of also requires more
decorative ornamentaliving.
tion to create an at"Rooms that are cut up
mosphere of warmth and
into small separate
comfort, the three
spaces, each behind its
designers said.
own door, don't work toOn balance, none of
day," he said. As a result,
he generally starts by them would prefer to
knocking down walls to return to a more gracious
provide for a more fluid past. They and their
and open arrangement of clients find much in the
present that gives
space.
richness
to home life.
Along with greater informality, there is an at"People love gadgets,"
titude that concentrates explained Epstein. His
more on personal comfort clients opt for whirlpools
and less on show, he add- in the bathroom, living
ed. "Years ago, people areas that are furnished
started by decorating the with the latest in media
living room. Today, they equipment, and kitchens
often start by creating a that are efficient, easy to
retreat in the master care for and filled with
labor-saving devices.
bedroom and bath."
For Milo Hoots Jr., a
Unlike the past,
Washington designer who however, when possesreceived second sions were on display, tohonorable mention for an day's prized objects are
apartment for a couple usually stored out of
relocating from a larger sight.
house, the first step in
The softness that once
any project is to help
furnished by ornate
clients define their needs was
architecture and the clutand sort out priorities.
ter of possessions now
By and large this comes from artful use of
means fitting many colors, lighting and many
possessions and activities different surface texinto fewer, smaller, less tures.

Water Rates
Inside
City
Minimum Bill
For the First
For the Next
For the Next
For the Next
For the Next
For the Next
All Over
Outside
City
Minimum Bill
For the First
For the Next
For the Next
For the Next
For the Next
For the Next
4.11 Over

Gal. Rate Per
Thous.
Per Mo.
Gal.
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
50,000
60,000
Gal.
Per Mo.
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
50,000
60,000

84.00
2.00
1.25
1.10
.95
.80
.70
.50
Rate Per

Thous.
Gal.
2.40
1.50
• 1.32
1.14
.96
.84

.so

Sewer Rates
Gal. Rate Per
Thous.
Per Mo.
Gal.
Minimum Bill
$9.00
For the First
2,000
2.00
For the Next
2,000
1.89
For the Next
2,000
1.49
For the Next
2,000
1.28
For the Next
2,000
LOS
For the Next
50,000
.95
All Over
80,001`
.88
Outside
Rate Per
Gal.
City
Thous.
Per Mo.
Gal.
Minimum Bill
$4.80
For the First
2,000
2.40
For the Next
2,000
2.03
For the Next
2,000
1.79
For the Next
2,000
1.54
For the Next
2,000
1.30
For the Next
50,000
1.14
All Over
80,000
.62
General Offices
200 Andrus Drive
7534321
Billing & Collecting Office
5th & Poplar Streetsi
Inside
City

754:11iLmmi.

Q. -There is a hole in
our asphalt driveway
somewhat different than
the one a reader of your
column had recently and
which you advised him
about. Mine is a lot
larger, above 6 inches
deep and 2 feet square. It
seems to me that merely
putting asphalt patching
material in the hole will
gobble up a lot of it and
perhaps not be very solid
when it hardens. How do I
handle it?
A. -Take out
everything from the hole
that is loose, including
sand or dirt. When you
have a solid bottom, put
half a dozen or so rocks
there. Cover everything
with gravel to 4 to 5 inches from the top. Tamp
all this down lightly.
Don't pound it. After it is
fairly smooth, pour in the
patching compound and
level i with a float or
trowel that should be dipped in clean water every
so often. Do this until
there is enough patcher to
bring everything to an
inch or so from the
driveway surface. Tamp
once again, this time with
a little more firmness.
Now add more patching
material, bringing it
about half an inch above
the surrounding surface.
Once more, tamp, with
controlled force this time.
After a day or two, cover
with a light coating of
asphalt sealer.
--(To get a copy of Andy
Lang's booklet, "Paint
Your House Inside and
Out," send 50- cents AND
a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope to
Know-How,P.O. Box 477,
Huntington, NY 11743.
Questions of general interest will be answered in
the column, but individual correspondence
cannot be undertaken.) -
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REVCO COUPON

REVCO COUPON

REVCO TRIPLE SAVER

REVCO COUPON

REVCO COUPON

SAVE 30'

SAVE 50'

SAVE 50 EA.

SAVE '1.00

SAVE '3.00

•
allergy relief •
•
tablets
•
•

1L

Revco

L

BAUSCH AND LOMB

All
LA

'
II Prince Matchabelli
Novice
II

Disinfectant
Solution

Lens

Relief Tablets

•

U.

I II
I.
Lubricant
I
20's
U.
/
1
2 fl. oz.
•12 fl
12 fl. oz
I
Revco's low,
Liao
Revco's
Revco's low,
Revco's low,
everyday discount price $1.09
I
-• e4diy
t discount
everyday discount U.
everyday discount
YOU PAT
I MAX FACTOR COSMETICS
1s
price 62.99
price $3.67
Plc* WS
I
III
Par$269
I
TOO PAY$249
YOU PAY
$317
AVAILABLE AT PARTICIPATING
I
Is
1
REVCO STORES ONLY.
II
COM
irmONE11IS
I.
•
LIMIT ONE PER COUPON
:
1 WITS TNIS MON
WITII TES COSPON
WITS ISIS COUPON
PER COUPON
UAW'
I
s
Ofter
expires
7/11102
at
LIMIT
ONE
PEP
COUPON
Otter aspires 7/11102 at
Ii
participating Revco stores Only
Otter expos* 7/1 1/82.1 paMcipai,rvg Revco stores only
participating Revco stores only
•5
•s
•me soaim
ate mosimemmimmosese• avi -------- ow me IN me
mom sommesese•
ow IN im

I.
II
II
II
Ii
I
U.
I.
I.
I.
I

79,

sonic
Men's
Alarm
Watch
R•vco's low,
everyday discount
price $12.99

TN MS

99

I

Chimers, Aviance,
Cachet or Windsong

MI IS CNP911

LIMIT ONE PER COUPON
Oilsor espies 7111162 at
participating Revco stores only

LIMIT ONE
N
On.expires 7/111S2 at

11:111:1171;11..0,

moomm.somul.

4/SIZZLING SUMMER SAVINGSA1A
YOUR
REVCO
PHOTOFINISHING
HEADQUARTERS

REVCO
BRAND
SAVE UP TO 50%

cSECOND
PRINT -

S

film to Revco
Bring your roll ofand 0141$ two
developed
roll.
to be
shot on the
just
prints of every
cost
print will
The second
bs each.

Save even more with Revco Brand
products. Revco Brand products contain
virtually the same fine ingredients as
nationally advertised brands, yet cost
up to 50% less!

DISCOUNT DRUG CENTERS
Scripto
Lighters

Disc
Camera

Kodak

Dove Liquid
32 fl. oz.
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Poly Tumbler
16 oz.
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

3 pk.
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

99c

4399

19'
;
•,

Salada Iced Tea
Mix With Lemon

KODAK DISC FILM IS ALSO
AVAILABLE AT REVCO STORES.

44 oz.
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

D-Con Ant &
Roach Spray
Or Flying
Insect Killer
12 oz.

MobIl

15.5 oz.

Soft'N Scruffy
Scour Pads
2 pk.
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Mobil Super
Motor Oil

MSecooni
Make Oa

10W40 Quart
Revc:p's low, everyday
discount price 995 qt.

super
10W-40
REBATE!
for 5 qts.
$4.95

Revco's low, everyday
discount price

-$1.50 mail-in rebate

$3.45(must after
rebate
purchase 5 cits

9
$16
.

33C
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

per qt.
after rebate

Sugar Twin

(must purchase 5 cps)

Sugar substitute 103's
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

LIMIT ONE REBATE OFFER
PER ADDRESS
Pick up mail.in rebate forms at any
Revco Discount Drug Center

89'

Caprice
AMIFM
Stereo
WITH HEADPHONES

40 Piece
Socket Set

Bridge
Playing Cards

32 oz. Makes 10 qts.
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Savaday
Paper Plates

Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Revco's low, everyday
discount price

9. 40 s
Revco's low,40voratilY
discount price

1499
$499
LOOK GOOD ALL SUMMER FOR LESS

5
$
12

Nature's
Organics
Plus Shampoos
16 fl. oz.

Ban
Roll-On

Rave
Hair Spray

Reg. or Unscented
1 oz.
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Reg., Extra Hold
or Unscented 5 oz.
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

9 99t
ea.

Yardley Liquid
S

oap 8.25 fl. oz.
Aloe, Cocoa Butter,
English Lavender or Baby
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Shetland Visa
Revco
Dietac
Pocket Pack 1200 Hair
Maximum
D
Strength 20's Tissues

EFA
Revco's low, everyday
discount price
Lem $1.00
Mfr. Rebate

YOU PAY

Revco's low, everyday
discount price
Less $1.00
Mfr. Rebate

$2.79
-1.00
$1.79 YOU PAY

Meat Gem

Jojoba
Revco's low, everyday
discount price
Less $1.00
Mfr. Rebate

YOU PAY

$2.19
-1.00
$1.19

Revco's low, everyday
discount price
Less $1.00
Mfr. Rebate

$2.59
-1.11
$1.59 YOU PAY

$1.39

$ .39

Pick up mail-in rebate forms at any Revco Discount Drug Center.

meows the right le Noll

Revco's low, everyday
discount price
Less 81.00
Mfr. Rebate

YOU PAY

ryer 1200 watt
R•vco's low, everyday
discount price

10's
RONCO'S low, everyday
discount price

$4.15
-1.11
$3.15

1

$829

C

Pick up mall-In rebate forms at
any Revco Discount Drop Canter.

COPYRIGHT (57 1912 WV REVCO D.S.,

Herne available vshile quenelles
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Miller tries successful hand at bullriding

tk

In a day and age of
specialists, it's comforting to see an athlete
with versatility.
Brad Miller, graduated
from Calloway County
High School this past spring,is versatility-plus.
To look at the 6-foot-1,
lanky guy with a quiet
nature and cowboy
stride, you'd expect
calmer athletic interests
than basketball, hurdle
jumping and wild bull
riding.
That's right, wild bull
riding is the latest craze
of this Calloway youth.
Well, actually he's been
bucking for the last year
or so, sort of learning the
ropes, the tricks of the
trade and what-not.

VERSATILITY-PLUS — Brad Miller gazes at the belt buckle, delivered
from Calvary, Canada, he was presented with for winning the bull riding
event at the Tennessee State High School rodeo in Trenton. By winning the
state title, Miller qualified for the national high school rodeo in Wyoming In
July. Besides the Canadian belt buckle, Miller also won another state championship buckle and a pair of Acme Boots.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

But being the versatile
person he is, Miller's not
been fooling around in
practice.
June 17-19 he put his hip
pockets to work and hung
on for the Tennessee
State High School Rodeo
bull riding championship.
"I'd been training on
some bulls we've got at
home and going to places
like Fulton to practice.
Greg Darnell and I were
going down to Trenton
(Tennessee) together,
but Greg broke his arm
two days before and I
decided to go ahead and
ride alone," Miller said.
His' first two rides
brought 51 and 54 points,
respectively, and
although he was bucked
off in Saturday's final
round, he won the title by
total points.
As a newcomer to the
sport of bull riding Miller
says he has a lot left to
learn, but experience in
other sports has -helped
him gain an advantage.
"There ain't never
been a horse that can't be
rode and there ain't never
been a cowboy who can't
be throwed," is an old
adage Miller understands
well as it includes
bullriders and bulls too.

But he admits some stretching beforehand helps
keep the body limber for
those all-too-often times
of hitting the arena floor.
"I do a lot of stretching,
like I used to do in track,
and it keeps you loose in
case you go off," he said.
But if falling or flying
through the air were
frightening to Miller, he's
surely gotten used to it by
now.
As No.21 ont4..
Ae Laker
basketball team, it
wasn't unusual to see
Miller skidding on the
hardwood after a loose
ball or soaring into the
lane for a layup. And
after his days as a point
guard ended, he replaced
his tennis shoes with
lightweight spikes and hit
the track full speed.
A four-event letterman,
Miller's agility allowed
him to set school records
in the high jump, triple
jump, long jump and the

BACK OFF -- As point guard for the Calloway County Lakers, Brad Miller
(21)led his team to a 15-10 record his senior year,the best the school has done
the past three seasons. Besides bull riding and basketball, Miller was also a
four-event trackman at CCHS.
File photo
300 meter low hurdles,
where he advanced to the
state finals his senior
year.
So how far will Miller
make it in his newfound
pastime? Well, he
already has an invitation
to the high school na-

tional rodeo, July 25August 1, in Douglas,
Wyoming,and from there
— he hasn't decided yet.
He might try his hand
at collegiate rodeo at
Murray State, nationally
recognized for its' program, or who knows?

Next time anyone reads
about Miller he may be
trying his hand at freefall parachuting or
alligator wrestling.
With his athletic versatility it's all a matter of
where he sets his mind
next.

M$U rodeo gal places in nationals

Sissy Gibson of Louisville, a individuals or teams in companied to the finals by coach
junior member of the rodeo team cumulative point totals in 1981-82 Donna Rankin.
at Murray State University, has regional competition of the NaThe women competed as a team
won third place honors in tional Intercollegiate Rodeo after finishing second in the Ozark
breakaway roping iri national in- Association (NIRA).
Region of the NIRA. Miss Gibson,
tercollegiate rodeo competition in
in
addition to being a member of
NBA drafts today
Other Murray State students
Bozeman,Mont.
who competed in the national the women's team, earned a $600
She was awarded a $400 scholar- finals were: Gina Brown, scholarship as the first-place
ship for her effort in the College Leesburg, Fla., junior, barrel rac- regional winner in the breakaway
National Finals Rodeo June 14-19 ing; Ann Deckard, Bloomington, roping event.
Students from Murray State in
against rodeo performers from
rodeo competition earned
the
Ind.,
senior,
goat
tying
and
NEW YORK ( AP) — made Earvin -Magic" ing any of them."
Mavericks to take still colleges and universities across
breakaway roping; Ronnie Hyde, about $2,000 in scholarships in
nation.
the
The Los Angeles Lakers Johnson the first pick,
He said his prediction another junior, Texas
Bernie, Mo., junior, team roping; regional and national competition.
will choose James Wor- whether they would that the Lakers would center LaSalle Thompparticipants in the na- and Todd Fogg, Mounds City, Mo., Scholarship awards were funded
About
350
thy of North Carolina select Worthy, DePaul's take Worthy "doesn't son.
tional competition qualified by senior, bull riding and saddle by the U.S. Tobacco Company and
with the first pick in the All-American Terry mean that Terry CummDallas reportedly also finishing either first or second as bronc riding. They were ac- the Miller Brewing Company.
National Basketball Cummings or Dominique ings or Dominique was considering Bill
Association draft, NBA Wilkins of Georgia. But it Wilkins may not in the Garnett, a 6-9 senior from
chief scout Marty Blake was a foregone conclu- future be classified as Wyoming; and Trent
predicts.
sion that Los Angeles, better all-around players Tucker, a 6-5 senior
"I think its a matter of San Diego and Utah than Worthy."
guard from Minnesota.
personal preference," would'make those - three
Other underclassmen
Although Blake called
Blake said on the eve of Juniors the first to be the senior class "a good expected to be drafted by
today's draft, which drafted.
crop, with as many as 20 one of the first 12 teams
started at noon EDT at
All three teams say big guards that could go are 6-7 forward Clark
Madison Square they would be happy with in the first two rounds," Kellogg of Ohio State, 6-8
Garden's Felt Forum. "I any of the three, but most the 1982 draft could be forward Cliff Levingston
WIMBLEDON, decision against Billie Jean King battled Davis Cup squad, were
really don't know, for-ex- observers have predicted remembered as the of Wichita State and 6-3 England (AP) — The American Jeff Borowiak No.6 Wendy Turnbull of sixth-seeded Gene
ample, if the roles were a Worthy-CummingsYear of the All-American guard gentleman at the All- in what one commentator Australia.
Mayer, who outlasted
reversed and Utah had Wilkins selection order Underclassman."
Quintal Dailey of San England Lawn Tennis characterized as the
Top-seeded John Australian Brad Drewett
the first pick, if they for the Lakers, Clippers
and Croquet Club still "most sophisticated" McEnroe, the defending 6-7, 6-3,6-2, 6-1 in a match
Dallas, which picks Francisco.
would take Worthy, but I and Jazz.
fourth, traded its starting
champion, and No.2 Jim- begun Saturday; No.11
Other top seniors are refer to the bracket as match of the day.
think for the particular
Finally comfortable on my Connors, seeded to Brian Teacher, who beat
Blake, who does initial center of last year, centers Wallace Bryant "The Gentleman's
needs of the Los Angeles scouting reports for all 23 Wayne Cooper, and a of San Francisco and Singles." They must have the grass surface, meet in the finals of the Australian Rod Frawley
Lakers, that Worthy fills NBA teams, called Wor- future draft choice to Mark McNamara of Vijay Amritraj in mind.
Amritraj steps to the men's singles, both ad- 7-5, 6-3, 4-6, 6-3, and No.14
the bill."
Ranked 35th in the baseline and the ball ex- vanced the fourth round Roscoe Tanner, who
thy, Cummings and Portland Monday for California, forwards
The Lakers didn't an- Wilkins "three great guard Kelvin Ramsey. Scott Hastings of Arkan- world on the Association plodes off the end of his of the rain-plagued event throttled fellow
nounce, as they did two superstars. I don't think This apparently opened sas, All-American Kevin of Tennis Professionals fluid serving motion. Monday with victories.
American Fritz Buehnyears ago when they you could go wrong tak- the way for the Magee of California- computer, Amritraj Polite applause follows —
ing,6-3, 6-3,6-7,6-4 with a
Australian Paul serve that knocked down
Irvine, Mitchell Anderson chose not to meet the full the crowds here
McNamee
also reached
the net at one point.
and David Thirdkill of Volvo Grand Prix corn- remember him for all the the
fourth round with a 7right
mittrnent
this
year
and
so
reasons:
his
conBradley, Eddie Phillips
Also gaining .the third
6, 3-6, 3-6, 6-4, 6-1 victory
of Alabama, Ricky came to Wimbledon duct, his past heroics — over
were American
round
South
African Kevin
Frazier of Missouri and through the qualifying and all is suddenly right
Saviano, who came
Nick
Curran.
— Your Favorite Movies On Videotape —
Terry Teagle of Baylor tournamentat Roehamp- with the gentlemen of the
McEnroe comfortably from two sets down and
and
guards Paul Pressey ton, a cut-throat route All-England Club and the sent
July is New Member Month
compatriot Lloyd fought off two match
of Tulsa, Lester Conner of that five-time champion tennis world in general.
Bourne
packing 6-2,6-2,6- points before ambushing
"Everything revolved
Oregon State, Lafayette Bjorn Borg of Sweden
0,
but
Connors
ran into No.9 Brian Gottfried 6-7,
around my service,"
Lever of Arizona State, declined to drive.
trouble
against
another 6-7, 7-5, 6-4, 6-1; and New
Then Amritraj sat pa- Amritraj said Monday
(Offer good only July 1 thru July 16)
All-American Eric Floyd
•
qualifier,
Drew
Gitlin
of Zealander Russell Simpof Georgetoem and Ricky tiently through four days after running down Encino,
Calif.,
who
took
a son, who staged a blazing
of rain to gain a five-set Pascal Portes 6-3,6-2, 6-3,
Pierce of Rice.
324-C Tyson Asa., Paris, TN
901-644-1003
set
from
the
left-hander service duel against
marking the first time
before
grudgingly
sur- American Chip Hooper
he's bested the Frenrendering
6-2,6-7,
7-5,
7-5. and emerged a 6-3, 1-6, 6chman in four outings.
KEEP THAT GREAT GM
3, 6-7, 11-9 winner in the
"There was too much
Asked if he'd ever seen longest match of this
FEELING WITH GENUINE
pressure on his own ser- Gitlin, ranked 185th in the
tournament.
vice
because if he didn't world, play before, Con- year's
GM PARTS
get the first one in, he nors replied: "No, and it
The 11-9 final set came
knew I was likely to win." was not the time for in- because Wimbledon, like
Today, Arnritraj took troductions.
the French Open, does
on 14th-seeded Roscoe
"But if you're a little not use the tiebreaker to
Tanner. In other mat- off, like I was after not decide the final set of a
73 Datum Wagon
ches, third-seeded Vitas having played for a cou- match. For that same
4 Dr. Silver MDL, No. 1800
Gerulaitis ,opposed ple of days, it's a great reason, No.16 Steve DenThe first annual Little Miss Murray-Calloway County Fair
74 Dotson Wagon
unseeded Tomas Smid of equalizer to have so- ton of the United States
Queen contest will be on Monday, July 12, the first day of the
4 Dr. Blue MDL No. 710
Czechoslovakia,
sixth- meone who hangs in was locked in a 10-10 fifthcounty fair.
69 Datsun
seeded Gene Mayer there."
set battle with Schalk van
Contestants must be between the ages of 5 and 8. Any interested
played Larry Stefanki
4 Dr. Green MDL No. 510
Asked if he was worried der Merwe when play
persons should fill in the information below and mail to Tony
and No.7 Mats Wilander at any juncture of the was suspended Monday
79 Datsun
Wallace, 202 Riviera Courts or call 753-1331 or 753-6813 to obtain
of
Sweden met Staislov three-hour match, the night.
2 Dr. Blue MDL No. 510
Birner of Czechoslovakia. former Wimbledon chammore information and an entry form.
On the women's side,
On the women's side, pion added: "I don't get defending champion
753-2617
top-seeded Martina worried. That's probably Lloyd lmmered fellow
Name
Navratliova squared off the best thing about my American Kate Latham
against 18-year-old Zina game. I don't play with 6-1,6-1.
Address
Third-seeded Tracy
Garrison; No.2 Chris fear."
Evert Lloyd, the defenAdvancing into the Austin overcame a lapse
Phone
ding champion, met 1150- third round Monday of concentration caused
seeded Virginia Ruzici of alongside Amritraj, a by the rain delay to beat
GINCRAL NICYTORS Mtn DMS11101111
Romania and 12th-seeded stalwart of the Indian Kathy Jordan 44,6-1,6-2.

Scout predicts Lakers, Worthy

'Gentleman's singles'title sticks
with Wimbledon's Vijay Amritraj
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County qualifies 22 in Junior Olympics
each event qualified for
the regional competition.
"Everybody did a real
good job," praised CCHS
track coach Jim Nix.
"They all worked hard
preparing for the state
and now they've got to get
ready for the regional."
Last year Nix took
seven qualifiers to the
Region VI meet, of which
one, Mike Wicker, ad-

vanced to the rational
Of the 30 athletes who
meet in North Carolina.
traveled to Owensboro,
Friday, the following
"This year I think qualified for Region VI in
we've got at least four their respective events:
who have a good chance
of making the nationals,"
HIGH SCHOOL BOYS
Glenn Brandon - discus; Richard
Nix said. "This year Dowdy
- 1500 meter race walk, IMO
they'll be holding the na- meter relay, 110 high hurdles; Darrell
Harris - 3300 meter relay, Barry
tionals in Memphis Knight
- 3200 meter relay Bryan Teb(Tenn.) so if we do have betta - discus; Mike Wicker - 1500
some people going meter race walk
HIGH 111:3100L GIRLS
travelling won't be too
Deanne Garland -- 400 meter dash
much trouble."
Kelly Jameson.
meter ,
w irdles

-10

Mandl Miller - 400 meter dash 400
meter hurdles
MIDOLL SCHOOL BOYS
Mark Chariton - no meter run. 1500
meter me, Allem Douglas - discus.
shot put; Allen Jones - discus Scott
Nix - 2100 meter run. 1500 meter run
Jeff Orr - IX meter hurdles Daryl
Rogers - shot put. discus Tim Torsak
- long pimp, 100 meter hurdles
Richard Wdliama - long lump, triple
jump
MIDDLE SCHOOL GIRLS
Tina Jackson - discus, shot Debbie
Key - high jump,41110 meter relay. K ns
Miller - MO meter relay,800 meter run,
long jump; Pam Torsak - IWO meter
run, 1000 meter run; Beth Woodall -400 meter relay.

J.R. Richard's return draws rave reviews
DAYTONA BEACH, Al Rosen and opposing
Fla.(AP)-J.R. Richard players who said they adwasn't the pitcher he was mired the 32-year-old pittwo years ago before a cher's courage.
Richard, hoping to
near-fatal stroke felled,
him at the'-peak of his ma- regain the form that
helped him fashion a 107jor league career.
The velocity that made 71 career record with
his fastball one of the Houston, hurled four innmost awesome in ings for the Daytona
baseball was not there. Beach Astros of the
And, as doctors had Florida State League in
feared, he was slow in his first start since sufferresponding to situations ing the stroke July 30,
requiring him to field his 1980.
position.
He threw 64 pitches,
But still, Richard's four more than team oflong-awaited return to - ficials had determined he
the mound -a trip many should, and said he felt
felt he would never be strong enough to go
able to make - drew another two innings. He
rave reviews Monday left the game trailing the
night from Houston St. Petersburg Cardinals
Astros General Manager 3-1, but was taken off the

hook when the Astros tied
the game in the sixth inning of an eventual 8-4 setback.
The towering righthander, nicked for three
runs in the first inning,
although he didn't yield a
solid hit, gave up five
hits, struck out one and
walked two.
A sellout crowd of 4,500
at City Island Park gave
him a standing ovation
before the game and after
he completed his appearance.
"I felt fine," Richard
said, adding that he was
not concerned that he
hadn't overpowered the
Class A opposition. "I'm
not here to get strikeouts.
I'm here to learn how to

Rick Grogan battled
H&R Blocks' Rusty
Wright in a 4-3 Lions Club
win. Mitch Grogan, Jimmy Kelly and Chuck
Adams each hit a triple
for Lions while Ross
Bolen hit three singles
and teammate Wright
smashed a triple for H&R
Block.
KENTUCKY LEAGUE
Jaycees' pitchers Craig
Schwettman and David
Potts hurled the first
Kentucky League shutout
this year, downing
Crouse Motor Sales, 12-0.
Both pitchers backed
their shutout defense with
hard-hitting offense Schwettman hit a triple,
double and single while
Potts picked up a triple
and single.

Mir

pitch."
The former Astros ace
spent the last month in a
special extended spring
training program in
Sarasota.
"He's got to have fire in
his heart to come back
like he has," said St.
Petersburg's Frank Garcia, who faced Richard
twice and drew one of the
two base on balls the
right-hander issued.
Throughout his
rehabilitation, doctors
monitoring Richard's
progress have expressed
concern about how he
would respond to batted
balls in a game. Their
concern proved well
founded, although both
Rosen and Rictard

The only Crouse hit
Enix had double hits
came from Nathan Clark from Charlie and Andy
Marello and William
who tagged a double.
Beale.
The second Monday
GIRLS'SOFTBALL
game saw Cablevision
An eight-run, fourth inpound Enix, 24-9, behind ning prodded the SwKevin Tucker and Bill ingers to an 11-10 triumph
Fandrich's pitching. Fan- over the Royals, Monday.
drich had three hits while Gaye Latiner and Kim.
Tucker, T.J. Gradisher, Greene each had triples
Josh Dick, Toby Bowker for the.Swingers; Vonnie
each had two hits. Jason Hays hit a homer for the
Farley also added a dou- Royals.
ble.
The second game was

WEDNESDAY
IS
JERSEY DAY

40%

also close, the Flames
trimmed the Stars, 16-14.
Ginger Stalls and Cindy
Williams smashed
homers for the winners,
along with a triple by
Cristy Darnell. The Stars'
hot spots were Kristi
Saladino and Jill
Burkeen, both with
homers.
T-BALL TOURNEY
Mack & Mack Marine
and Bank of Murray battle tonight(6 p.m.)for the

I

SPORTING GOODS
DAVIS CUP MATCH

PLUS
MARRIOTT'S
PAVILION HOTEL
$39.9
GREAT ROOM
SALE

AIWA\
AMOCO

Amoco Car Wash

T-Ball tournament championship at the old city
park. Mack & Mack advanced to the finals by
beating Century Auto
Sales, 22-12, Monday.
Century had advanced
from the first round by
beating Murray Auto
Parts. 27-18,Saturday.
Bank of Murray advanced by stopping Dairy
Queen, 21-17, Monday,
and by beating Peoples
Bank,20-18,Saturday.

Murray's Only
Professional Car Wash

lI
753-1331
Open Mon thru Thurs.
8 a.m. to 7 a.m.

Open Friday L Sat.
8 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Closed
Sunday

Pro baseball

Golf
Sadie Ragsdale of Oaks
Country Club scored her
first hole-in-one ever, last
week. She used a 4-wood
on the 110-yard 10th hole
and hit a shot that landed
about eight feet in front of
the pin.
The ball's forward
momentum did the rest,
rolling nicely into the
pocket. The event was
witnessed by Ronald
Morris, Guinn Jones and
Paul Ragsdale, Sadie's
husband.

Soccer
MADRID
AP) France beat Austria 1-0
and Poland blanked
Belgium 3-0 as Zbigniew
Boniek had his third
three-goal game of the
World Cup soccer tournament on the first day of
the second round of the
finals.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
AJLERILAN LEAGUE
'
A
Eastern Division
Eastern Drvision
W L Pet GB
W L Pet GB
Boston
Philadelphia
41 32
43 M
562
606
Milwaukee
No
3
St Lows
40 31
42 33
560
Baltimore
Montreal
39 31
38 31
551
557
4
Detroit
5,, New York
36 32
35 38
525
479
6
Cleveland
8
Pittsburgh
33 36
34
478
493
6
485
New York
33 15
29 46
387 13
6- Chicago
Toronto
33 38
Western Division
465 10
Atlanta
Western Division
597
13 29
California
San Diego
40 31
44
60.3
563
Kansas City
5s3
3
1.os
Angeles
40 15
40 31
533
4',
Chicago
563
3
San F'rancisi ii 33 42
40 31
440
Seattle
6. Cincinnati
31 42
38 36
514
425 12',
Oakland
421
)3, Houston
31
32 44
42
425
Texas
27 39
409 IT
Minnesota
Monday's Games
18 56
243
Chicago6 Pittsburgh 4
Monday's Games
Houston 6. Atlanta 2
Boston 9, Milwaukee 7
Philadeldhia 1. St louts0
Oakland 8, Kansas City 4
Los Angeles 6.San Diego 4
Chicago 8. Minnesota 7
San Francisco 7, Cincinnati I
Tuesday's Games
Only games scheduled
Seattle i Bannister 6-1 at Toronto
Clancy 7-3 i.. n
Cleveland . Denny 4-8 at Baltimore
Tuesday's Gaines
Pittsburgh Rhoden 4-6 at Chicago
. McGregor 11-5 n
Boston iEckers/ey 7.6 at Detroit ,Jenkans 5-8
. New York Puleo 45-4' at Montreal
.Uidur
ini.
Rogers 9-3 I. n
Milwaukee Caldwell 4-7 , at New
St. Louis , Anduiar 6-5 , at
York iGuidry8-2i.,n
California (Forsch 7.6 at Texas Philadelphia Ruthven 6-5 n
Houston J.Niekro 6-6 at Atlanta
Medich 5-61. in:
Oakland McCatty 5-1 . at Kansas('its 'Walk 6-6...n.
San Diego . Montefusco 6-4 • at I.os
Hood 0-0 n
Chicago i Dotson 3-7 at Minnesota Angeles . Reuss 9-5 ., n
Cincinnati Barns 2-2. at San Fran'Viola I-0., ini
cisco Harnmaker 4-4 .. n
Wednesday's Games
Wednesday's Games
aigattle at Toronto.. n
Pittsburgh at Chicago
Cleveland at Baltunare. n
New York at Montreal.. n 4
Boston at Detroit.. n
St. Lows at Philadelphia, in
Milwaukee at New York.
Houston at Atlanta, n
California at Texas.
San Diego at Los Angeles, n
Oakland at Kansas City, n
Cincinnati at San Francisco. , n
Chicago at Minnesota.. n
BATTING .125 at bats , Harrah
BATTING 125 at bats' McGee.
Cleveland. .357; Bonnet!. Toronto, 345
St Lows. 323, J Thompson. Pittsburgh.
McRae. Kansas City, 332: Hrbek, Min- 327, T Pena. Pittsburgh. 321. Frannesota..332; Cooper, Milwaukee. 110
cona. Montreal, 321, Landreaus. Los
RUNS: R.Henderson, Oakland, 64. Angeles. 314
Harrah, Cleveland, 57: Molitor.
1.0 Smith, St.1.ows. 59:
RUNS
Milwaukee,53: Bernazard. Chicago,50. Dawson. Montreal. 55. %1 urphy . AtlanEvans. Boston. 49; Thornton. ta, 55. Ru.Jones. San Diego. 49.
Cleveland.49; Wathan.Kansas City. 49; .1 Thompson. Pittsburgh. 47.
Brett. Kansas City,49.
RBI: Murphy. Atlanta. 58. Oliver.
RBI: McRae, Kansas City.68, Thorn- Montreal. 52: Guerrero, Los Angeles.
ton. Cleveland. 60: Luzinski. Chicago. 50. B.Diaz, Philadelphia. 49: Matthews.
58; Oglivie. Milwaukee. 53: Cooper. Philadelphia. 48. .1 Thompson. PittMilwaukee.52.
sburgh. 48. T Kennedy.San Diego, 48
HITS: Harrah. Cleveland,95. Garcia.
HITS Sax. Los Angeles. 92: .1 Has.
Toronto, 92: McRae. Kansas City. 90. Pittsburgh. 88, Knight. Houston, 88,
Cooper, Milwaukee. 88. Luzinski, Buckner. Chicago. 87. Dawson. MonChicago.84.
treal.87
DOUBLES: Evans. Boston. 20: Lynn.
DOUBLES T.Kennedy . San Diego,
California. 20; McRae. Kansas City. 20: 23. Dawson. Montreal. 19. Lo Smith.
Cowens, Seattle, 20: White, Kansas CI- St Lows. 19; Garner. Houston. 19,
ty.19.
0.Smith. St.Lows. 18, Cedeno. CincinTRIPLES. Herndon. Detroit. 8. nati. 18
W.Wilson. Kansas City . 8: Yount.
TRIPLES: Garner. Houston. 6: Sax,
Milwaukee. 7: Upshaw. Toronto. 6. Los Angeles. 3: Salazar, San Diego. 5.
Brett. Kansas City..6
Templeton.San Diego. 5. 6 Tied With 4
HOME RUNS Ogilvie. Milwaukee,
HOME RUNS Murphy. Atlanta. 21.
19; Thornton.- Cleveland- 4:- _ _Kingman.-Now-York.
ThompAin..
Thomas, Milwaukee. 18: Hrbek. Min- Pittsburgh. 15: Carter. Montreal. 14:
nesota, 16, Roenicke. Baltimore. 15
B.Diaz, Philadelphia. 13 Baker. Los
Re Jackson. California. 15
Angeles. 13. Guerrero. Ion Angeles. 13

3.5

n

We Also Rent Ryder Trucks
1102 Chestnut St.
753-7362

0

PI

Jamison Truckload

OFF

Plus 10 Winers Will Be Drawn
For $10 Gift Certificates
1203 Chestnut
753-8844

SCOREBOARD

played down the righthander's handling of
three plays which required him to utilize
fielding skills.
Richard was slow
covering first base on two
grounders to the right
side of the infield and was
slow responding to a
IOWA CITY, Iowa
weak line drive hit back
to the mound in the third (AP) - Former U.S.
inning. He did, however, Open champion Lou
manage to knock down Graham fired an 8-underthe soft liner and throw par 64 to win the 16th
Amana VIP pro-am golf
the runner out at first.
Richard told a news tournament.
Graham, who picked up
conference after the
outing that he feels his a. $3,000 check from the
fielding will improve with sponsoring.. Amana
time and that he was Refrigeration Inc., missmore concerned with the ed the VIP record by one
positive aspects of the ap- stroke and led an assault
on par by the 41 profespearance.
sional golfers who toured
the University of Iowa's
Finkbine Course

Pitchers'dugs mark Junior Babe Ruth action
JR BABE RUTH
Two pitcher's duels
highlighted Junior Babe
Ruth play, Monday at the
old city park. The first
contest was a one-hitter
by Brad Skinner to lead
Hawaiian Tropic to a 4-1
win over Kiwanis.
Jimmy Brannon went
the distance for Kiwanis
and allowed only four
hits. Kiwanis' Steven
Malone was the only hitter for the losers, getting
a leadoff single off Skin-

sr 4 -10;.•fr-tio
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Twenty-two Calloway
County • athletes have
qualified to compete in
the national Region VI
Junior Olympics, July 1618,in New Albany,Ind.
The 22 who qualified
were part of the 30athlete contingent that attended the Kentucky
state Junior Olympic
meet, Saturday and Sunday in Owensboro. Only
the top two athletes in

os•-••

Bedding Sale
Our Special Quantity Purchase
From Jamison Makes It
Possible For Us To Save You.
On This Fine Quality
efdirdhiengF nTehsits Is
OneValues
We've Ever Offered.

44

0
400/ Of
Twin Size

rio

Regular Size

or

Reg. Price Per Set $299.95 Reg. Price Per Set $359.95

Now

Ut
$17995

,t e..

."?
Now $2199

SAVE'120"

SAVE s140°°

Queen Size

King Size

44,

Reg. Price Per Set $499.95 Reg. Price Per Set $649.95

ENJOY DAVIS CUP ACT-ION
Davis Cup action comes to St. Louis' Checkerdome on July 9, 10 and 11.
See the champion United States Davis Cup Team defend the title against Sweden, and
enjoy the luxury of a weekend at Marnott's Pavilion Hotel.

.4)299"
SAVE $200"

Now $3
9995

00*

SAVE $250°°

•

•

Accommodations include a deluxe double room and the use of the pool, sauna,
whirlpool and game room for only $39.95 per room, per night.
Just five minutes from the Checkerdome..
Room based on space availabihty. For reservations call:(314) 421-1776 or toll free
(800)228-9290.
Wherj Marriott does it, they do r right

Free Delivery

rt•it
One Broadway • St Louts, Missoufi 63102

listfo
rrmaw
111FaLti
Murray Kv

Free Delivery

4

Air 411

'

4,r

"No
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Two otters return to LBL after World's Fair stint

HEALTH
Bed disease is rampant
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR LAMB
Your column about the 16year-old girl who was paralyzed and at bed rest a long
time has been bothering me
You said that long-term bed
rest could cause loss of calcium from bones and you
even mentioned that in older
people this could even make
the softening of the bones
common with aging worse
Why then do hospitals put
people at bed rest' And
what about all our nursing
homes that keep people in
bed or provide very little
activity' Will that cause
them to deteriorate"
Shouldn't they be out of bed''
You read about the value of
exercise in health all the
time so why isn't it just as
important in nursing homes
and hospitals' What about
people in bed for heart
attacks or after surgery"
The whole thing puzzles me
DEAR READER -- You
are on the right tracleand it
is a disgrace We call it bed
disease and it is rampant in
hospitals. nursing homes and
other care facilities The
idea that rest is good for an
illness is an old one and old
ideas are hard to shake no
matter how wrong they are
We speak of a hospital as
having so many beds and in
most cases those beds should
be used only for the regular

hours of sleep.
Surgeons have recognized
this problem for years and
strive for early ambulation
to avoid the general complication of bed rest and also to
prevent blood clots that
form in the legs of even
healthy people at bed rest.
Heart specialists try to
get their patients out of bed
as their condition permits to
avoid the degeneration of
the circulatory ability. Bed
rest leads to faintness when
a person gets out of bed. It
leads to loss of calcium from
bones, may increase the risk
of kidney stones, decreases
the ability of the bone marrow to form red blood cells
and causes the body to lose
needed salt and water
stores
I think all those patients
in nursing homes who can
get up at all should be on
their feet and moving part
of every day That also
applies to older people at
home Inactivity is a serious
problem To give you more
information I am sending
you The Health Letter number 6-6. Effects of Inactivity. Including Bed Rest. Others who want this issue can
send 75 cents with a long.
stamped. self-addressed
envelope for it to me. in care
of this newspaper. P.O Box
1551. Radio City Station.

New York, NY 10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB —
Could you suggest some
ways to increase my resistance to spontaneous nose
bleeds? Would vitamin C or
any diet change help? Would
salt water rinsing help
toughen the membranes or
should I use a topical lubricant such as vitamin E oil?
I'm 60 and live in Denver
where the climate is very
dry. My blood pressure is
OK and I've quit smoking
and I don't have to blow my
nose. I wasn't bothered when
we lived in San Diego near
the ocean. Now I dread waking up with a nose bleed or
when one starts while I'm
reading. Last year I had to
be packed and it took three
weeks for the cure.
DEAR READER — You
should have a careful examination by an ENT specialist
because some nose bleeds
are associated with a tendency of an artery in the back
of the nose to crack, like a
plastic pipe splits, and these
can be very troublesome.
Other possible causes
include excessive dryness
and, sometimes, from nose
picking. You may benefit
from a moisturizer; I would
recommend a solid such as
Vaseline, which is far superior to oils for this purpose.
Use it twice a day,

GOLDEN POND, Ky.
(AP) — A pair of river otters have been returned
to the wild after a brief
stint in show business.
But the male and
female, each 31,2 years
old, still won't escape
prying eyes. Surgically
implanted in each of the
animals are tiny
transmitters which
enable scientists to keep
track of their
movements.
The otters were released last Thursday into
Hematite Lake, a 90-acre
impoundment within the
Land Between The Lakes
area managed by the
Tennessee Valley
Authority. They're the
frontrunners in a program designed to restore
their kind in a state
where otters are very
rare.
Trapped last winter in
Wisconsin, the otters
were sold to TVA and
shipped to Knoxville for
use in the agency's exhibit at the 1982 World's
Fair.
Ron Field, head of
wildlife resources for the
Norris, Tenn., office of
TVA, said the otters and
their playful antics were
a big hit with the public.
But the pressure of being
in the spotlight got to the

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Fuss
4 NA s
neighbor
6 Shines
11 Staid
13 Privileges
15 Hebrew letter
16 Girl spame
18 Paper
measure
19 Secret agent
21 Keen
22 Comparative
_ending
23 Brings to
pass
26 Cloth
measure
29 Doom
31 Have a care
33 Threetoed-sloth
34 Article
35 Goal
38 Arid
39 Preposition •
40 Pronoun
41 Falsehoods
43 Otherwise
45 Bnin
47 Furnish
50 Artificial lang
52 Country of
Asia
53 Frolic
56 Aroma
59 Worth
60 Symbol for
calcium
61 Refund
63 Can.ankerous
65 Sources of
water
66 Note of scale
67 French plural
article
DOWN
1 Snakes

2 Profound
3 GI green
4 Cudgel
5 Eagle's nest
6 Welcomed
7 Chinese mile
8 Monster
9 At what
place^
10 RR depot
12 Part of to
be*
14 Symbol tor
samarium
17 Distance
- measure
20 Still
24 Perceive by
touch
25 Weight of
India
27 Asia land
28 Boundary
29 Fall short
30 One opposed
32 Changed the
color
36 Pinch
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Soothing jazz sounds
highlight of festival
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37 Deduces
42 N American
rail
44 Limb
46 Investigation
48 Bravery
49 Habituate
51 Spoken
54 Land
measure

55 Time
periods
56 Conjunction
57 Condensed
moisture
59 Printer's
measure
62 Thallium
symbol
64 Spanish
article
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LOUISVILLE — The
Kentucky State Fair will
jazz it up in the Stadium
on Friday, Aug. 20. The
Soul Festival welcomes
The Manhattans, Esther
Satterfield, and Bobbi
Humphrey. Their
soothing sounds will cool
a summer State Fair
crowd from 7:30 p.m. until 11.
The 1981 "Cash Box Onward and' Upward
Award" and a Grammy
for the Best R&B Vocal
Group are two recent accomplishments for The
Manhattans. These
headliners for the Soul
Festival have struck it
gold with their greatest
hits album, "After Midnight" which includes
their hit single, "Shining
Star."
Satterfield is wellknown for her talents in
theChuck
Mangione/Esther Satterfield Quartet. Her career
has sky-rocketed into solo
albums,"Once I Loved,"
and "The Need To Be"

Previously voted "Best
Female Instrumentalist"
by Billboard and Record
World, Humphrey has
played with some of the
best of the music
business. Her talents
playing the flute have
been recorded with such
artists as Stevie Wonder
and Sly Stone. Her own
albums, "Satin Doll,"
"Tailor Made," and her
latest, "Free Style" have
made the jazz, pop, and
rhythm and blues charts.
Following the spellbinding talents at the Soul
Festival, the audience
will have a chance to join
the rest of the Fair crowd
to become a part of Midway Magic. The purchase
of a $5 wristband will buy
unlimited rides on the
Midway from 11 p.m. until 3 a.m.

IT'S TO GIVE YOU THE
ILLUSION THAT YOUR
LIFE 15 MORE INTERESTING
THAN IT REALLY IS..,

6

I'M AN HOUR
LATE TO MEET
NANCY

and appearances on,
among others, Saturday
Night Live and The
Tonight Show. From funk
to soul, her distinctive
voice promises to please.

2?

LL BET SHE'S
LEFT

TuHE

BUT ICONIT
NAVE TO STA ND
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KNOW
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in an otter restoration
program conducted in
cooperation with the Kentucky Department of Fish
and Wildlife Resources.
One goal is to have the
otters reproduce naturally in The Land Between
The Lakes(LBL), but the
mating season doesn't occur until late winter and
early spring.
Information on where'

I THINK
I 'DON'T WANT

the otters go and what
they do is being recorded
on a 24-hour basis for
now.
Dr. Steve White,a Murray State University
biology professor, and
Charlie Logsdon, an LBL
intern biologist, are
tracking the otters via
radio signals from the
transmitters.
Other biologists with

receiving units are keeping a constant vigil at the
lake for as long as it takes
for the otters to settle into
a patterned lifestyle.
The otters' movements
can be fetvitaf!
directional ittIMIWili froth
more than a half-mile
away but if the animals
should move from the
lake, the biologists are
ready to follow.

Schillings to open another restaurant
NEWPORT, Ky. (AP)
— The Richard Schilling
family, owners of the
Beverly Hills Supper
Club when 165 people died
in a 1977 fire, will again
have a restaurant in northern Kentucky after winning a site for a dining
spot to float in the Ohio
River.
City commissioners
voted 4-1 Monday to
authorize the city to begin
negotiations with the
Schillings on a lease
agreement.
The commissioners had
to choose between what
the Schillings had
described as "a
showplace" — a twostory, 474-seat restaurant

— and a proposal which
included a Chuck E.
Cheeze Pizza Time
Theater showboat designed for youngsters and a
separate restaurant for
adults.
The Ben Bernstein
family had proposed the
dual restaurants, but
commissioners said they
feared there would not be
enough room for parking.
The Schillings said they
plan to have the
restaurant operating by
next spring. It will offer
food, drink and entertainment and will be geared
to a middle-income
clientele.
"It will be the first twostory building on a
barge." said Rick Schill-

ing, Richard's son.
The proposed
restaurant will be anchored at a city-owned
riverfront site located
between the L&N and
Daniel Carter Beard
bridges.
"Both proposals are
good for the city," Commissioner Fred Osburg
said prior to the vote.
"It's a shame we don't
have room for both
developers on the riverfront."
Osborg said he supported the Schilling proposal because it would
best "lend itself to
creating a new image for
the City of Newport."
The proposal would

prompt people to come to
Newport for reasons
other than "to tour Monmouth Street in the evening," Osborg said. Monmouth Street has more
than a dozen bars that
feature nude dancing.
"I believe the Schillings' restaurant will attract tourists," he said.
Bernstein said he did
not plan to attempt to persuade the commission to
change its decision.
Mayor Irene Deaton,
who voted against the
Schilling proposal, said
she favored the Bernstein
proposal because it offered a restaurant for
children, as well as one
for adults.

Fair to feature band, cheerleading competition
LOUISVILLE — Tubas
to the left, tubas to the
right, tubas all round!
It's better than steroe,
finer than digital, livelier
than dolby and smoother
than quadrophonic! It's
called LIVE music and it
doesn't skip, scratch or
sputter.
It does, however, step,
turn and march its way to
the Kentucky State Fair
and to the Stadium, opening day, Thursday, Aug.
12. Thanks to a new attraction, the name is
longer than ever this
year. It's called the
"Kentucky High School
Marching Band, Majorette, Flag & Rifle and
Cheerleading Contests."
And because it's on
P.O.P. (Pay One Price)
Day, fair visitors pay only for admission to the
fair. That means the band
contest is not only live,

there's no extra admission this year.
It's the first year for
cheerleading competition. It begins at 1 p.m.,
right after the majorette
event and finishes at 3:30
p.m. The'best
cheerleaders will get a
trophy.
Also for the first time,
cash awards (along with
trophies) will be given only to top finishers in the
two divisions of the Marching Band Contest. The
Small Division (60 or less
playing members) will
receive the following:
First — $800& trophy;Second — $400 & trophy;
Third — $200 & trophy.
The Large Division(61 or
more playing members)
will receive the same
amount of cash &
trophies for First, Second
and Third as does the
Small Division. The best

Atkins leaning toward running
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — State Cabinet
Secretary George Atkins
said that he is "very
definitely leaning toward
running for lieutenant
governor" in 1983.
Atkins said he has been
talking to supporters,
many of whom "want me
to run for lieutenant
governor."
Should he decide to
enter the race for the
Democratic nomination,
Atkins said he would
leave his government
post, probably after the
November elections.

overall band in the competitions will receive the
L. (Doc) Cassidy
Sweepstakes Award. The
contest at 4 p.m.
Trophies for first, second and third place
finishers will be awarded
to the best and near best
in the two divisions of the
Majorette Contest and
the Flag & Rifle Contest.

These divisions are determined by number of participants in each team.
The Majorette Contest
and the Flag & Rifle Contest begins at 9 a.m.
Awards will also be
given to the best Auxiliary Unit and Field
Commander in each of
the two divisions of the
Marching Band Contest.

Hitachi president apologizes
TOKYO (AP) — The
president of Hitachi Ltd.
apologized to
stockholders today for
the computer espionage
case in which Hitachi
employees have been
charged with paying FBI
undercover agents more
than $500,000 to obtain
computer secrets.
Katsushige Mita told
414 stockholders that
"although the details of
the case are still being
studied, we deeply regret
having caused a situation

Other noteworthy
Democrats expected to
run for Democratic
nomination for lieutenant
governor include state
Attorney General Steven
Beshear and Agriculture
Secretary Alben W.
Barkley II.
Atkins, 41, ran briefly
for governor in 1979
before withdrawing and
throwing his support to
John Y. Brown Jr. After
Brown's election, Atkins
was named state Finance
Secretary before moving
to the Cabinet job last
year.
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performers.
The otters began to
show signs of stress.
"They became
hyperactive," said Field.
"So we gave them a twoweek vacation at the
Knoxville Zoo. When we
brought them back, the
same thing happened
again."
The decision then was
made to use the animals

I' I

2. Notice

2. Notice
Glass Work M & G
Complete Glass Co. has
a complete line of Glass
and plexiglass. We install auto glass. We do
store fronts and plate
glass replacement. Cut
glass table tops and
mirrors. Repair storm
doors and windows.
Also patio door repair
and replacement work.
M & G Glass 8 1 6
Coldwater Rd. Phone
753 0180 or 753 2798.

Rave 5 minutes? Coll
759-4444 for on inspirational message to
brighten your day.
Children's tape 759444S.

'

NOTICE
BOBBY WOLFF

NORTH
6-29-A
"I don't like a man to be\
•J 3
too efficient. He's likely to
•A74
be not human enough." —
*K183
Felix Frankfurter.
*K1074
Only the most efficient WEST
EAST
declarers will see the best •K10742
•98 5
Q J96
play to land today's shaky V1052
*65
game. The normal human *974
r9Q 532
will try •a finesse and the •A6
SOUTH
game will go down one. Vis•AQ6
it San Antonio's regional
V K83
tournament this week (June
•A Q102
29-July 4) to watch normal
4..198
humans match wits with
super experts.
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer:
Dummy's spade jack wins South. The bidding:
the first trick and declarer South West North East
can now count eight top 1 NT Pass 3NT All
tricks. The key is to develop
pass
a quick club winner to bring
the total to nine.
Opening lead: Spade four
Some would cross to the
diamond ace to lead the
Naturally, the best play
club jack, hoping for clues loses if East makes the
from West. If West gives omniscient play of the club
nothing away, they must queen at trick two. But who
make the crucial guess. If is the mortal that will find
the club jack is allowed to that play?
ride, East's queen wins and
the spade lead through
Bid with The Aces
South's A-Q sets the game.
True, if declarer goes up South holds: 6-29-B
with dummy's club king, he
•K10742
will be a winner. But what if
111052
the club honors were
0974
Then
the
finesse
reversed?
•A6
of the jack would be correct.
The best play to establish
a club winner is an unusual North South
1*
one. After winning dummy's
spade jack, declarer should I NT
lead a low club from
dummy! If East had held the ANSWER:Pass. One bid is
ace, there would be a good all the hand is worth and
chance that he might hop,up there is no reason to insist
to lead a spade. Even if East -bn spades.
ducked his supposed ace to
Wipe qesstbses to Ilse Aces,
West's queen, West would /lead
P.O.i.e 1U53. Dallas, Two 75251.
not be able to lead spades with sell-eadraased, Amapa saveloys
without giving up a trick.
far reply

which could raise suspicion about our behavior."
Officials said Mita added that the giant electronics company would
"give serious thought (to
the scandal) and strive to
see that such a situation
does not happen again."
Hitachi and Mitsubishi
Electric Corp. have
acknowledged paying
FBI agents $568,000 for
technology from International Business Machines
Corp., but have denied
any wrongdoing.

No children allowed in
my fields around cattie and hogs. No frog
or bird hunting around
deep ponds. Not
responsible for any
occident. Pete Hen-

4

sell.

112 Caret Waterfall
Rubies
and
Diamonds
Reg.$407.00

FABULOUS
INVESTMENT

Sale $197.00

Handmade Persian
rags and gold
coins. Must sell.

753-0738

1

The Apple Tree School
provides quality child
care with an
educational program
for ages 2 through 5
Also, a summer pro
gram is available for
school age children
753-9356.

NOTICE
he Tow coovisora, Rat
SAW from ow Seim Dort.
wi ho ot ow showroom
from 6:30 PM to MOO PM
se Moedess, holders,
Thersileys sod Fri/kiss.
111100115, OLDSMOIIIl
PONTAK, CADILLAC
1406 W. Mein
7534315

.6.

GOLD &
SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELERS INC.
Olympic Plus
Open 9 cm. to 6 p.m.
Doily - 1 p.m. to 6
p.m. Sunday
753-7113

3. Card of Thanks
The Family of Clay
Marine deeply appreciate the many
things done for them by
their friends, neighbors
and relatives, during
the death of Clay Marine. Thanks so much
for all the food, flowers,
visits and sympathy.
Special thanks to the
doctors and trospital
nurses.

5. Lost and Found
Lost: briefcase in Uncle
Jeff's Shopping Center.
If found please call
collect-502-488 -3308 Eddie Thomas. Reward
offered.
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S. Lost and Found

16. Home Furnishings

Lost: Sears tool box 6ft. Olive green sofa
somewhere on State excellent condition $150
tine Road -. Call 3 drawer - desk with
glass top $50. Beige
247-5611.
wing chair $50. 753 3125.
6. Help Wanted
A large dinette table
Aggressive, ambitious, and leaf with wood
college educated, grain formica top and 6
career minded person chairs. Hoover upright
vacuum. 753-0309.
for sales in Murray
Unlimited bonus potenFive-piece dinette with
tial. Send resume to: leaf;
mattress, box
Gregory H. Vinson PO
spring, frame; TV
Box 2116 Owensboro,
magazine stand; all
Ky. 42302.
virtually new; 753-8010
Experienced machanic, after 6p.m.
experienced body man Maple
drop leaf table
needed. Apply in person with 4
chairs. $525.
209 S. 7th St. 753-7333.
Excellent condition
FRIENDLY HOME used once. 753-4685.
TOY PARTIES NOW IN
Old cherry desk, solid
OUR 27TH YEAR, IS brass fireplace set,
EXPANDING AND sofa, odd
chairs, table
HAS OPENINGS FOR model color t.v.,
maple
MANAGERS AND console black
and white
DEALERS. PARTY t.v., 2 air conditioners
PLAN EXPERIENCE 110 volt, 5000
BTU, old
HELPFUL. refrigerator. Call 753GUARANTEED TOYS 8816 after 6p.m.
AND GIFTS. NO CASH
INVESTMENT, NO Stereo, dresser, bed,
COLLECTING, DE- mattress and springs.
LIVERING. CAR & Call 753-9334.
PHONE NECESSARY. Twin size bed, mattress
CALL COLLECT. and box springs. King
CAROL DAY 518-489- size headboard, vinyl
swivel rocker. 753-1261.
8395.

9. Situation Wanted

17. Vacuum Cleaners

23. Exterminating

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
Mom 753 3914

24. Miscellaneous
18hp. Sears tractor with
plow, disc, harrow
cultivator, mower and
dozer blade. $1250.
Brass bed $135. with
mattress and box
springs. Ashley hater
used 1 year $300. 7539943.
19in. B & W Zenith t.v.
excellent working condition. $50. 762 2908 or
after 3:30 753 8120.
Firewood cut to order.
$22. per rick. Call
436-2292.
One wheel trailer pivets
360 degrees 48x52xI1in.
deep. New tie and tube
all steel body. Ideal for
tenting. $125. 436-5484.
Two used toilets, 1 sink
vanity, 1-12,000 BTU air
conditioner, 36in. Ben
Franklin stove new, 5
new replacement windows. 8 used doors size
32. Rot's Carpenter
Shop S. 4th St. Murray,
Ky.

Responsible mother
wants to babysit. Full
time, part time or
drop-in. 759-1692.
Will do babysitting in
my home. Call 753-2219.
27. Mobile Home Sales
Will do house cleaning
in Panorama Shores
12x52 Mobile home.
and Pottertown area.
Good condition, many
Have references. Call
extras. Call 753-1905
436.5830.
after 5:30.
Will help haul hay and
12x60 Mobile home rework in tobacco. Can dc
modeled. New plumbinterior painting and
ing and insulation. Have
trim. Call 753-5249.
moved. Must sell!
Under New
$2,750. Call 376-2178
Would like to stay with
Management
anytime.
an elderly person, in
town or close to
1971 Holly Park 12x65
Murray. Babysit and
with 7x14 pull-out. Gas
18.
Sewing
Machines
clean house. Valerie
heat, central air. $7000.
Fox Rt. 4 Box 37 Special this month only 753-9702.
Murray, Ky.
brand new Singer Zig 1975 Mobile home 12x65,
Zag Sewing Machine. 2 bedrooms, 2 baths,
14. Want to Buy
Full cash price $99.95. furnished, central heat
Want a good canoe. Many more good used and air, underpinning.
Singer Sewing $6500. Call after 5p.m.
753-2266 or 759-9915.
machines at special 753-7630.
Want to buy 1980 or 1981
prices. Come by 1978 Hollypark 14x70
door Pontiac
Lakewood Sewing new with tip out. 3
bedrooms
Brougham. Prefer vinyl
location behind the 2 baths. Call
753-8767.
seats and built-in CB.
Dinner Bell on U.S. 68 1
753-8118.
mile east of the House trailers for sale.
Johnathan
Creek 12x40, 12x50, 12x65,
15. Articles for Sale
12x50. Camper trailer,
bridge, or call 354-6521.
Good set of men's golf Used Singer Sewing also refrigerator, couch
and chair. Call 759-4592.
clubs. Call 753-1681.
Machine, Zig Zag and
Reel to reel Akai 10in. all regular at- Trailer for sale or rent
automatic reverse with tachments. Fully by owner in Riviera Cts.
cover. Days 345-2046, guaranteed, full cash 382-2352.
nights 489-2858.
price. $49.50 will trade Very attractive 12x50 2
Sears typewriter table, for your old machine. bedroom all electric
has 2 leaves with a Payments may be ar- mobile home. Furranged. Call Martha nished with excellent
drawer. 753-7554.
housetype furniture.
Hooper 354-6521.
Energy efficient in ev16. Home Furnishings
ery way. A great buy at
Musical
22.
Early American sofa
only $3800. plus free
and chair. $100. Call Upright piano for sale. spot rent for 1 year, a
489-2826.
7539562.
$420. savings. Call 7537829 after 5p.m.

Factory Sales
and Service
SOO Maple St.
759-4801

•

Murray Head Start is accepting applications for the
1982-83 school year for:
Health Coordinantor
Applications are
available at the Murray
Board of Education Office,
9th and Poplar. Applications will be accepted until
4:00 p.m. on July 9, 1982.
Murray Head Start is an
Equal Opportunity
Employer.

Help Wanted
OPENING JULY 7, 1982

28. Mobile Home Rentals
All electric fully furnished mobile home 1.5
miles east of Murray.
$100. month, $100. deposit. Clothes dryer
furnished. Call 753-9829.
Nice 2 bedroom trailer
for rent near Murray.
No pets. 489-2611.
Trailers for rent. See
Brandon Dill at Dill's
Trailer Court.
Two 2 bedroom furnished or unfurnished
mobile homes. New
furniture and carpet,
air condition. Rent
$85.-$150. Shady Oaks.
753-5209.
Two bedroom mobile
home. Air conditioned,
small neat court. $75.
single. 753-8216 after

5p.m.

Two bedrooms $90. a
month plus deposit. 1
mile out of city limits.
Hwy 1215. Phone 7535405 or 436-2876.
Two or 3 bedroom new
furniture and carpet,
central heat and air.
$85.-5150. per month.
Shady Oaks 753-5209.

30. Business Rentals
Applications now being accepted for 20 part time
positions. Apply 8:00 AM to 1:00 PM, 2:00 PM
to 4:30 PM Thor:dirt July 1, 1982. Court room,
2nd floor Calloway County Court House, Ky.
Bureau for Manpower services.

Auld
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

NOTICE
Effective July 1,1982 a 100
Percent Penalty will be added to the the cost of city
stickers ($30.00) for those
persons in violation of City
of Murray Ordinance
Number 327.
Jo Crass
City Clerk

32. Apts. For Rent

36. For Renter Lease

43. Real Estate

Country living with the
corwience of town at
Hamlet North Apts. 2
bedroom town houses,
appliances furnished.
Call 753 7550 or 753-7559.
Duplex near University.
11 1 2 percent assumable
loan. Low down pay
ment. Heat pump. Ap
pointment. 759-9577, 7532649.
Extra nice' 2 bedroom
duplex 901 Northwood
Dr. All appliances fur
nished. 753-0814.
Furnished apartments,
efficiency, 1 or 2 bedroom. Also sleeping
rooms. Zimmerman
Apts. S. 16th 753 6609.
HILIDA LE APART
MENTS HARDIN, KY
Now taking applications
on site for Section 8,
rent-subsidized apart
ments. 1, 2, & 3 be
drooms. Apply Hilldale
Apartments, Hardin.
Equal Housing
Opportunity.
One and 2 bedroom
apartments near down
town Murray. 753-4109,
762-6650 or 436-2844.

OFF ICE SPACE FOR
Approximately
LEASE
1000sq. ft. of beauti-fufly
decorated professional
office space, available
for lease. Located at
1203 Johnson Ave. Call
753-8050.

Three bedroom home on 1981 Hois‘06 110 3
Highway 641 North wh_e_eler gooa condition.
om'-f100. Call 753 9725 be
ileSI frde
about 5 -mvve
Murray
tween 7a.m. 4p m
at
corated, large country ter 4p.m. 753-8616.
kitchen, spacious ma A double bucket
ster bedroom- Owner motorgYr.le seat $50
will consider lease 753 3125.
option or financing to
qualified buyer. KO P Extra sharp 750 Honda
Super Sport. Lots of
PERUD REALTY
extras. Will sell to best
753 1222.
offer. Call 753 5909 or
753 5787.
-Honda 750 fine condition
extr4 clean. $825. Cali
376-2178 anytime.
Yamaha Exciter 1
753-1222
250CC 75 mpg Excel
lent condition with
helmet. Call 527.3249.
A sound investment that will pay
4.Auto Services

FOR RENT
Beautiful furnished
apartment for 4 college girls or boys also
1 and 2 bedroom
apartments. Summer
and fall near University. Phone 753-5865
or 753-5108 after
5:30 p.m.
One bedroom furnished
efficiency apartment.
Partial utilities paid. No
pets. $95. 753-9741.
One bedroom furnished
apartment and also 2
bedroom apartments
for rent. Call 753-3530.
One bedroom furnished
apartment 1 block from
campus
Water furnished. Call 753-1203.
One or 3 bedroom
apartment adjoining
MSU. Call 753 3134.
One room efficiency
apartment, carpeted
Call after 5p.m. till
10p.m. 753-4793.
Three bedroom duplex,
near University.
Fireplace. Central heat
and air. Carpet. Dishwasher. 759 9577, 7532649.
Three room apartment
$80. a month plus deposit. 1 mile out of city
limits. Hwy 121S. Phone
753-5405 or 436.2876.
Two bedroom furnished
and 2 bedroom unfurnished apartments
near downtown. 2 bedroom house on N. 6th.
Lease and deposit required. No pets. Call
753-9208 after 4p.m.
Two bedroom apartment. Range, oven,
refrigerator, dishwasher, disposal,
washer and dryer hookup, air, carpet. No pets.
1 year lease. $225.
*deposit, $225. per
month. 753-2622 or 7533865.
Two bedroom brick
duplex with air. No
pets. Mostly furnished.
$195. a month. Call
753-6931.
Two bedroom spacious
furnished apartment.
$130. and $175. monthly.
Near hospital. 753-8731.
Very attractive all
electric efficiency
apartment $120. per
month $100. deposit. 2 2
blocks from MSU. Call
753-9829.

31. Livestock-Supplies
Seven year old
mare nice and
Works good. Will
highest bidder. 753

saddle
gentle
sell to
1530.

38. Pets-Supplies
AKC Registered
Chinese Pugs, Call 4374478.
AKC Registered
Doberman puppies. 759
4588 or 753-7637.

43. Real Estate
Porde.' & Thurman
Insurance &
Real Estate
Southside Court Sq.
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451
Attractively remodeled
3 bedroom home and 80
acres located 13 miles
northwest of Murray.
Land includes several
acres of good timber
and approx. 20 tendable
acres. Offered at only
$62,500. through KOPPERUD REALTY. 753.
1222.
Established income!
It's a great big beautiful
world to live on Ky.
Lake have your business, home and office
all on a wooded water
wonderland. A complete resort --cottages,
dock, mobile unit hookups, fishing equipment,
boats, motors, bait
house, beach. Present
owner retiring after 21
years. Call
753 - 1492-Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors.

33. Roomsfor Rent
Rooms for rent 1 block
from MSU. Call 759-9580
or 753-1812.

34. Houses for Rent
104 S. 14th St. $235. per
month. 4 bedroom furnished. 1 block from
MSU. Call 753-8250 after
4p.m.
Country Charmer. Enjoy the quiet of our 2
bedroom garage apartment. 6 miles east of
Murray. Refrigerator,
stove, water and carpet.
Lawn service provided.
References required.
Call 753-5133.
For rent furnished 2
bedroom house. Re.
asonable rent. Fall and
spring semester. Near
university. Call
7.535310
For rent like new 2
bedroom home. Gar
age, central air, fenced
yard. $300. a month.
CIl 7SZ-14.69.
Nice Two -6edroom
brick, 8 miles southeast
of Murray. Sprne appliances, deposit, re
ferences. Married
:ouples only. 492-8594
after 6p.m.
1 hree bedroom house
near Ky. Lake. Completely furnished,
washer dryer included.
753-8964 after 5p.m.
Deposit required.
two bedroom -house
central air, heat pump,
dishwasher, stove, fully
carpeted. 5 miles out 94
East. Call 753-0858 be
fore -12:00 or 7$3-8941
after 4o,M.
-two bedroom house 8
miles east of Murray
$100. a month. Also 3
bedroom house at 1500
Dudley. Call Lindsay
Beane residence 436
2582.

Older home on approximately 3
acres, several outbuildings has
burley tobacco
allotment, fruit
trees, I'-'2 miles
frpm Ky. Lake.
Take ;15,500. Call
us at 753-4000 or 4892266.

tuard
ItW
Realtors
Village Hwy. 641 N.
Murray, Ky.
Here's approximately 3
acres for country living,
for playful children, for
the victory garden, for
the family pet, for a lot
pf pleasure for your own
little group. Owner is
willing to lend you your
down payment to buy
his house. Dial 753;1492
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors.
REDUCED TO $13,500.
Completely re-modeled
3 bedroom 1 bath home,
with new wiring, plumbing, gas space heater,
insulation and plastic
underneath. 2 bedrooms
upstairs unfinished.
Call Spann Realty Assoc. 753-7724.
WESTERN CEDAR
3 bedroom .2 bath home
with spacious living
area and extremely
functional kitchen.
Central heat and air,
plus economical wood
stove. Extra room for
work and play. Triple
garage with outside
storage. Plus 14 beautiful acres located on
paved road Hwy 444.
Only $39,900. Come
make your offer. Call
Spann Realty Assoc.
753-7724.

Strout,,
Realty
Office Coast te Ciao
Boyers from Ertrywhoro
Reliable Service Sim 1101
1512 C•Wwoter Rood
Norm, Ronfocky 42071
(502) 753-0186
Aoyfimo
JOE L. KENNON
Broker
Liciosod & toodod

for itself. Modern
brick duplex - 4
rooms, bath,
modern kitchen
with appliances,
central gas heat
and central air.
Good location.
Priced in the $50's.
KOPPERUD
REALTY - 7531222.

46. Homesfor Sale
BYOWNER
3 bedroom, fireplace,
central air, low utilities,
fenced yard, corner lot.
Excellent location.
Gatesborough area.
Realistically priced.
$61,500. ASSUMABLE.
753-6851.
FOR SALE BY OWNER
4 bedroom, 2 baths,
wooded lot. City school,
2100sq. ft. living area. 2
car garage. Excel lent
condition and
neighborhood. 753-9732.
Four bedroom older
house on large lot,
storage building. Close
to town. Call 753-8563.
House for sale by
owner. Beautiful 4 bed
room home near hospital with lots of extras.
Energy savitig heat
pump, central air, 1 I bath, garage, dishwasher, disposal.
Large yard with be
autiful trees, garden
'spot. Fully assumable
FHA loan with assis,-t a nce payments
available to qualified
applicants. Unbelievable opportunity for
family with moderate
income. This one will go
fast. Call today 753.7330.
Lake property cabin.
Year round living.
Community water,
electricity. Sundecks,
air -conditioners,
520,000. 759-9577, 7532649.
New houses Canterbury
owner financing. Make
offer. 753-3672
Nine room hotse for
sale at Lynn Grove. 2
extra large lots and
extra large storage
building. Must see to
appreciate. Phone 7594702 for appointment.
This neat 2 bedroom
home is perfect for the
small family. You can
buy this and pay less
than rent. Only $24,500.
Kitchen appliances are
included. KOPPERUD
REALTY 753-1222.
Three bedroom house
has attaches furnished
apartment. Carpeted,
central gas heat, air
conditioned, TVA insulation, large lot,
storage building. Call
753-3949.
Three bedroom house
.for sale conviently
located. $27,500. Owner
753.2279, 759-9915.
Two bedroom house
close to town. Large
front yard, large upstairs storage with outside entrance. Olt. 753
5477 or after 5p.m.,
753.2482 or 753 2206. ,
Two or 4 bedroom
home, in beautiful
Panorama Shores on
Blood River. Below
market at $45,000. Existing at 8.5 percent.
Loan can be assumed.
Call 1 247.0023 after
6p.m.

47. Motorcycles

52. Boats-Motors

53. Services Ofiered

15ft
Checkmate Ski
boat, 85hp motor. g000
trailer
Call 753 3140
,
after 5p m
16ft Richline aluminum
boat 18hp !ohnson
board motor Peal good
condition
161t
tilt
trailer with 12in wheels
and real good tires All 3
$750 Also reef to reel
tape recorder $35 Real
good condition Call Sid
Jobs 436 2180
18ft Avenger let boat 460cu in engine, 4 band
carburetor, maroon and
silver metal flake pai-!
Silver trail trailer Per
fect condition
c,450L
Phone
2518
378
8507
'

Campbell's Tree Ser
vice. Topping, trim
ming, removing
Full
insurance
Call 1 527
0918

53. Services Offered

KEY
AUTO PARTS
Hwy 1 21 South
Murray, Ky.
New and used auto
parts batteries tires
wheel covers Auto
Accessories.

753-5500
Used Volkswagon parts,
tune up, break jobs,
rebuilt motors. 435 4272.

49. Used Cars

For
Sale
1968 PI4outh
Fury III Excellent
condition, small
engine, medium
size car. Air condition, radio, power
steering, power
brakes, 7537113.

Vomits§ Smite Co.
alosiou ad vioyl kid*,
mica Iris work.
leferteces. Call Will Ed
MAR
AIR CONDITIONERS
and appliances ser
viced
Freezers,
washers, dryers, and
refrigeriitors
All
brands. 759 1322

Roofing All Types, 15
years experience, all
work guaranteed. Don
Wilkerson, 44,9-2580
or 345-2602.
APPLIANCE
SERVICE
Kenmore.
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool
20 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper
Bob's Appliance Ser
vice 202 S. 5th St.
7 5 3
4 8 7 2 ,
753 8886(home).
Appliance repair work
all brands. Specialize in
Tappen. Call 753-5341 or
354 6956. Earl Lovett.

ROOF
PROBLEMS?

1968 Chevrolet 2 door
Need a second opiImpala. Mostly new
parts. Will sell all $200.
nion? Local
or individual parts
references. Coll Hugh
753-8810.
Outland. 759-1718 or
1970 Nine passenger
153-8076.
Chevy Suburban. Less
than 30,000 miles on ,
011.1•111111111111111Mh
completely overhauled Asphalt driveways and
engine. $500. Also very parking lots sealed by
good two-wheel trailer. Sears. For free es
$100. if bought with timates call 753-2310.
Chevy, 5150. if separate.
Call 436-2635.
1971 Ford Torino. $250.
Call 753 1772 or 753 5751.
1973 4 door Lincoln
sedan. New tires, A 1
condition throughout.
753-7846.
1973 Volkswagon Super
Beetle. Nice and good
condition. Phone 753.
5447 after 4p.m
1976 Chevrolet Monza.
G-ood gas' mileage. CARPET CLEANING,
Free Estimates.
$1650. Call 753 9261.
1978 VW Van local Satisfied references,
owner. Low mires, Vibra Steam or Quick overhead air, heavy Dry Cleaning.
Upholstery Cleaning).
duty heater, AM FM
tape,
y good gas Lee's Carpet Cleaning
m•
Days 762 6746, 753 5827.
ev
ngs 759-4756.
Will clean carpets"
197
Bird gray with
windows, also clean
rim, bucket
ma
seats
h leather up
and wax hard wood
holstery. Low mileage,
floors. Satisfaction
1 owner. $5000. 489 2727.
guaranteed.
1982 Pontiac J2000, 4
speed overdrive. AM
FM stereo, air, excel
lent miteage. Cost $8800. Chimney $weeping
Sell $6795. Call 759 9904.
Service. Db i,t now
before you need your
50. Used Trucks
chimney. Later we will
1978 Ford Bronco. For have a working list. Call
sale or trade for pickup. 435-4348 or 762 4792.
Days 345-2046, nights
489-2858.
MINIM 0
my

753-3317

51. Campers

18ft. Wilderness cam
per. Fully self
contained, clean
489
2538 or 489 2539.
1973 Shasta 12ft cam
per excellent condition.
Can sleep 6 51200
753 6911.
1976 21ft. Midas cam
per. 1977 Ford truck
47. Motorcycles
Call 753-9224.
1970 Harley Davidson Camper topper for short
Sportster and a 1979 CR wheel base for a Dodge
250 Honda. 753.6548 or or Chevy pickup $100
Call 753-6091.
753-8518.
1980 Yamaha 6 5 0 Pop up camper Star
Special Must sell Call Craft. Call 753 0359.
after .50 m 753 4549
Starc raft pop-up cam
per
Excellent condi
tion. Can pull with
compact car. 753-5601,
753-2342 1601 Richland.

siding and Aluminum
trim for all houses. It
stops pointing.
Jock Glover

Otto Chester's
Auction Service

werice sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for
your needs
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR 15 years ex
pe4-ience
Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates
Days 4742359, nights 474 2276.
Guttering by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
spec if ic a tions. Call
Sears 753 2310 for free
estimate
K & K STUMP REMO
VA.L. Do you need
stumps removed from
your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up
to 24 inches below the
ground, leaving only
sawdust and chips Call
for free estimates. Bob
Kemp 435 4343 or Bob
Kemp Jr 435 4319.
MITCHELL
BLACK TOPPING Commercial, Industrial, Residential, also
Patching a nd Seal
Coating. Phone 753-1537.

de Memories for

So

e:

your
of
Copies
A.
photographfsamily
favorite

111 gift

that says 'I
care" at any time:
of the year.
CARTER STUDIO
153 8298
00 Mein

Need work on your
trees? Topping, pruning, shaping, complete
removal and more. Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Professional tree care.
753 8536.
Painting PaperhangingCommercial Residential Interior
Exterior Farm
Buildings
25 years
experience. Tremon
Farris 759-1987.
Repair on all small
engines. Lawn mowers,
tillers, and chain saws
of any kind. 1001 E.
Glendale off 12th. St.
753-4590.
We will sell you a used
airconditioner or repair
yours. We also buy used
airconditioners. Dill
Electric 753-9104.
Will do any type plumbing installation or re
pairs. Call anytime day
or night. Experienced
All work guaranteed
436 5855.
Will do yard work and
hedge trimming, cut
and remove dead
hedge Call 753 0712 or
753 3534.
Will sharpen hand saws
and chain saws
753 4656.

56. Free Column
Adorable kittens to give
away_ Call 753 5995
after 6p.m.

225 L.P. NNW St. (derers

Commody(Pew)

Specializing In Senior Citizens
Haitituts $1.00
Shampoo, Shave and Hokin $2.75
Open Hours
Mon., Toes., Wed., Than., Fri., Sat.
7:30-2:30 153-3685

52. Boats-Motors

Get Acquainted

14ft. Simi V with 35
Evinrude. Super crop
ping rig. See to ap
preciate. Call 753-5909
or 753-5787.

21 ft.

FLOOR SANDING
AND FINISHING
70 years experience.
Stained floors our
speciality.
BODEAU
FLOOR CO.
3S4-6127

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP

AUCTION

Thorsday, July 1st 12 noon V3 mile west of Lynn
Grove, Ky. on Hwy. 94.
Another big sole of furniture, appliances, toys, lots of good gloss, china,
antique collector items, one lot of tools.
Doors, windows, 8' sliding glass doors and
lots more. For information call

Concrete, block, brick
21 years experience No
iob to large or small
Free estimates
Call
753 5476
Custom cabinets at
discount prices and
total carpentry service
Call. 753 9608
FREE ESTIMATES On
All Electrical, Plumb
ing, Painting, dnd Well
Pump Needs Licensed
Call 753 0092 or 753 9673

SPECIAL
PROFESSIONAL MANICURE
Regular or

$4"

Net Oil

WE USE REDKEN POLISH ONLY

Sailboat

Aik

Mon -Fri 8 AM to 4:30
By Appointment

753-2266
435-4128 Lynn Grove, Ky.
Watch Thursday's Paper For 2 Big Holida
Weekend Auctions.

753-1736

Head Quarte
715 South Twelfth Street
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Dad granted visitation rights

OBITUARIES
•

T. C. Arnett
Brickey rites
McCuiston rites today
dies;former Lonnie Shroat Joe Burkeen
Wednesda
y
educator here dies; services dies at home;
Final rites for Mrs. Cuiston and Mark McThe funeral for William Lela McCuiston, widow of Cuiston. Burial was in
Services for Thomas Wednesday
rites planned (Junior) Brickey, Rt. 5, Talmage McCuiston, Murray City Cemetery.
Crawford Arnett, 81,
were today at 10 am in
the chapel of l'fyrn
Funeral Home, Mr yfield.
The Rev. Charles Blair
officiated.
Active pallbe -..rers
were Vernon Cates, Bob
Denham, Jack Ford.
Clyde Eidson, Bill Kinsey
and James Henson.
tifalorary pailbear,
w,.7. Gordon Cr ouf:ii
W!iams, Craw',rd
Charles Baue,,h
411d Hoyt Jones
Buri-1 was in *;alef,
Centetery at Lynn C;
Mr. Arnett died S'in'iv
at 2 p.m. at Bolivar .2.,anty F.Jspital, Clet
Miss. He had beer.
'siding with
aaughter. Mrs. Charles
- Marjorie
.
Rosedale , Aiss.
The d,,cased seived • s
teacher i
f
sc!tools I Grasps a. d
Calloway Counties for to
years. He had served
superintendent
Calloway County Sch, •fs
resigning June 30, 1942.
Mr. Arnett received his
Bachelor's degree 4ruyn
Western State Drift ersity, Bowling GI
his Master's clef:ree from
the University t,'
ntucky. He was a member
of Phi Beta
131
Retired Tea( ne ,
Association,
i••
Education
and Woodme•He was a n -r(
deacon of Sed •
Church. Bor1900, at Lyni
was the son
Tom Arnttt
Watson Aim ....
His wife. t
Larue Swann
27,1977.
Survivors- •
'daughter, Mrs.
one sister, M, •
Therrell, :Aar
Tenn.; three
Walton Arne
Ohio, O.T.
r,
,
Jackson, Tenn
,d Curmer Arnett,
two grandchi
f-or
great-grandchii,:t en.

Mrs. Gowans'
mother dies

•

s.

Mrs. Clara August
Rush, 91,•mother of Mrs.
David (Edna) Gowans of
Murray, died Sunday,
June 20, at Orangeville
Convalescent Center,
Orangeville,Idaho.
A memoral service was
Thursday, June 24, in
Trinity Lutheran Church,
Grangeville. The Rev.
Mark Samuelson officiated.
After cremation, burial
was in Detroit, Mich.
The family requests expressions of sympathy
take the form of donations to the chancel fund
of Trinity Lutheran
Church.
Born May 24, 1891, in
Detroit, she was the
daughter of the late
August and Marie Wobbrock. She was married
in 1913 to Louis A. Rush
who died in 1944. She remained in Detroit until
1974 when she moved to
Manistee, Mich.
In 1976 she moved to
Grangeville to reside
with her son and his wife,
the Rev. Louis and
Phyllis Rush.
Survivors include her
son; three daughters,
Mrs. Gowans, Murray,
Miss Ruth M. Rush,
Detroit, and Mrs. Esther
Anderson, Phoeniz,
Ariz.; seven grandchildren; two greatgrandchildren.

Lakeway Shores, will be
E. Joe Burkeen, 81, Rt. Wednesday at 2:30 p.m.
3, djed Monday at 2:55 in the chapel
of Max
p.m. at his home. His Churchill Funeral Home.
death followed an extend- The Rev. William H. Cox
ed illness.
.will officiate.
The deceased, a retired
Pallbearers will be
farmer and carpenter, Larry Imus, Barry Imus,
was a member of Temple Joseph Brickey, Jimmy
Hill United Methodist Dale Brickey, Spencer
Church.
Cottrell and James
Born Sept. 11, 1900, in Elston. Burial will follow
Calloway County, he was in Murray Memorial
the son of the late Manuel Gardens.
Burkeen and Lucy
Friends may call from
Williams Burkeen. One 7 to 10 p.m. tonight (Tuesson, Alfred Lorraine day)at the funeral home.
Burkeen, died June 28,
Mr. Brickey, 56, died
1974.
Monday at 8:40 a.m. at
He is survived by his Murray-Calloway County
wife, Mrs. Addie Lee Hospital. He was a
Darnell Burkeen, to member of Pentecostal
whom he was married Church, disabled Army
Dec. 25, 1 921; one veteran, and had retired
laughter, Mrs. Howard as a bartender.
Brooksie Nelle) Belcher,
He is survived by his
Belleville, Ill.; three wife, JoAnn, his mother,
sons, Dale Burkeen and Mrs. Lillie Brickey, three
wife, Rosetta, Rt. 3, Ed- daughters, six sons, one
ward Eulane Burkeen sister, two brothers and
and wife, Helen, Cadiz, five grandchildren.
and Donald Lee Burkeen,
Walled Lake, Mich.
Also surviving are a
daughter-in-law, Mrs.
A.L. (Mary) Burkeen,
Cuba; a brother, Earl
Burkeen, Roger, Ark.;
nine grandchildren; one Federal-State Market News Serv-e .lune
19, lit!
great-grandchild.
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes6 Buying Stations
The funeral will be Receipts'
Act 565 Est. 350 Barrows & Gilts
,ay call at the Wednesday at 1 p.m. in tally
I lower Sows mostly 1 50-3.00 lower
most
decline
in weights over 500.1bs.
te after 6 p.m. the chapel of BlalockUS 1-2 210240 lbs. .
,Most $60.00-60.50
day).
US
2
200-210
lbs. .
M.50-60.00
Coleman Funeral Home.
I US 22420
.
C54 5040 25
The Rev. A.H. McLeod US 2-3 250-270 its
05150-59 50
and the Rev. Julian War- Sows
US 1-2270-350 lbs
041.00-19.50
ren will officiate.
US 1-3 300-450 lbs
Burial will follow in US 1-3 450-500 lbs
S50.00-51.00
US 1-3 500-650 lbs
$51.03-.52.S0
Temple Hill Cemetery.
US 2-3 3-500 Its
$DI 00-49.00
FIAAr•411C
Friends may "all at the
funeral home after 6 p.m. S.
today (Tuesday).

Lonnie Curtis Shroat,
80, retired Murray
business man, d t
,
1 sonday at 11:35 p.
at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He and his
brother, the late Jeff
Shroat, had owned and
operated Shroat Bros.
Meat Market
lie was a member of
Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ. Born
April 25, 1902, in Tenressee, he was the son of
late John Henry
I•
at and Eppie Stuffey
• •);.1(
• urvivors are his wife,
to whom he was
.117(Tied Oct. 2, 1924; two
4!a ,•',.teis, Miss Peggy
Shroat, Smithland,
°Anne Pace,
:(aton,
so sari. iving are
du.,:isters, Mrs. Lizzie
Far
and Mrs. Muncie
Ger ,
Murray, and
Mrs 7.cola Mit 'hell,
two
Wasr'ivton.
grarrichiilt .1
two
p real .1-,-andchild rem
'Me funeral will be
Weir
y
m. in
the 'h
H. Churchill
Aome. John
Dale will officiate. Burial
• ., Murray City

Watson
; rites
'hursday

aliam Edward Wat72, Rt. 7, died Monat 11:17 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a
retired chemical
engineer.
Born Dec. 9, 1909, in Illinois, he was the son of
the late William Frank
Watson and Nell White
Watson.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Mary Watson;
one daughter, Mrs. Mary
Ellen (Molly) Donnelly,
Rapid City, S.D.; three
sons, William Lawrence
Watson and John Alan
Watson, Beaver Falls,
Pa., and A. Frank Watson, Roebuck, S.C.; six'
grandchildren.
Mr. Watson was a
member of the First
United Methodist Church
where,memorial services
will be Thursday at 11
a.m. Dr. Walter E.
Mischke, Jr., will officate.
The family will receive
visitors at the church
parlor at 10 a.m. Thursday until the hour of the
service.
The body will be
cremated. J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home is in
charge of arrangements.
The family requests
that expressions of sympathy take the form of
contributions to Shriners
Crippled Hospital or First
United Methodist Church.
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(P.S. Here are a few
of the items we'll
have on sale.)

Sport Shirts
Slacks
30% off

For Guys

For Gals

Suits
Sport Coats
Shorts &Swim wear
30%-50% off
Dress Shirts
40% off
Ties
50% off

Dresses
Blouses
Suits & Blazers
50% off
Summer Sweaters
Tee Shirts
Slacks
Skirts
30% off
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Suits
Sport Coats
Slacks
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Full replacement value
on your personal belongings. While most
companies give you
only the depreciated
value, Federal Kemper
offers you full replacement value, subject to
your deductible and
policy limits. See us for
a quote on this valuable feature.
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We'd like you to join us Wednesday when
we celebrate the start of our 15th year in
business. To show our appreciation for
your patronage over the years, we're
marking down everything in the store.
Come by Wednesday, and we'll say
"Thanks!"

One Group of Shoes
All Ties
All Spring Hots
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Mrs. Overcast owners..
Ride with us.
dies today;
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Amoco Car Wash
Is Planning A PreFourth of July
Celebration
A Free Exterior
Car Wash With Fill-Up
On Thursday, July 1st

been allowed Until Monday to visit daily since he
was brought to Nashville
from a Florida penal
facility June 20.
Vann Gray,shift supervisor by the Metro
Workhouse where Denton
is staying in Nashville,
said the father was pleased with the hospital's
final decision.
"He had been worried
when he found out he
would not be allowed to
visit," Gray said. "He
was elated and very
thankful, though, when he
found out that arrangements had been
made."
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Mrs. Patye Wall Overcast, 75, 511 Whitnell,
died today at 3:07 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
A member of Hazel
United Methodist Church,
she had been an Avon
saleswoman for many
years. Born May 8, 1907,
in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the.
late Wesley Wall and
Maude Hopson Wall.
She was married Dec.
20, 1930, to Bryan Overcast, who survives along
with three daughters,
Mrs. Marguerite Harrell,
Broad Street, Mrs. W.A.
(June) Ladd, 1206 South
16th St., and Mrs. Eva
Clees, Fox Meadows; two
sons, James Overcast,
Rt. 6, and Jerry Overcast, Huntsville, Ala.
Also surviving are a
sister, Mrs. Eva Hjort,
and a niece, Mrs. Bill
(Sarah) Harrell, both of
Hazel; 12 grandchildren;
11 great-grandchildren.
Services will be
Wednesday at 3 p.m. in
the chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 4 p.m.
today (Tuesday).

Mrs. McCuiston, 81,
1304 Peggy Ann Drive,
died Sunday at 7:30 a.m.
at her home.
She is survived by one
son, Max McCuiston, two
sisters, one brother,three
grandchildren, and two
great-grandchildren.

Hear Ye!
Hear Ye!

Stock market
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were today at 10 a.m. in
the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home.
The Rev. George White
officiated and The Kings
Sons provided the music.
Pallbearers were Donnie Newberry, Edwin
Elkins, Oliver Barnett,
Neale Sykes, Micky Mc-

NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — A teen-ager
recovering from Rocky
Mountain spotted Tever
complications will
receive hospital visits
from his convict father
three times a week, a
spokesman at Vanderbilt
Hospital said.
Jack Kennedy said
hospital officials reconsidered their decision
Monday to bar Charles
Denton from seeing his
son and agreed to visits
on Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays.
Denton, escorted by
Davidson County
sheriff's deputies, had
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Many Other
Bargains

Dress Shirts-low as $10
Sport Shirts-low as $10
Jeans-$15

All Sales Cash and Final
Alterations Extra

&JACKSON
GRAHAM
Downtown Murray
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